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HEAT WAUE IS

RUNNING EVENT

LORIMER GOING BACK
TO WORK AT
OLD STAND

HUNDRED METER

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 15. "Will- -

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
CHAIRMAN
Pittsburg, Pa., July in. Three dead
fro mlteat, three drowned in the river
sicking relief, two killed by lightning
and two dead by committing suicide W. F. M'COMBS OF NEW YQRK, AN ATwhile temporarily unbalanced by the
TORNEY
IS SELECTED BY W0ODR0W
warm weather, is the record in this
IN
TO GATHER
THE
FAITHFUL
AT
city Sunday. A large number of prostrations were reported. The govern- NOVEMBER ELECTION
ment thermometer registered S9.1 degrees.
Heat prostrations were reported at CAMPAIGN
PLANS
Detroit and four drownings occurred
in that vicinity.
ARE THEN DISCUSSED
HOT IN KANSAS, TOO.
Kansas City. Mo., July 15. Continued high temperatures were the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ru'e Sunday over Kansas and western
Chicago, 111., July 13. W. F. McMissouri.
Abeiine and other towns Combs
tday was unanimously elected
in centra Kansas report 104 degrees;
chairman of the Democratic national
at Sedalia and other Missouri points committee.
a maximum of 9S was recorded.
At
Jlr. McCombs of New York succeeds
Kansas City 90 was reached, one Norman
E. Mack of Buffalo, as the naon
warmer
than
degree
Sunday.
tional chairman.
Joseph E. Davies, of Madison, Wis.,
was elected secretary of the commitSAFFORD
JACO
tee to succeed I'rey Woodson of Kentucky.
IS NO MORE The new Democratic national committee convened in the Congress hotel here today to formulate plans for
the presidential campaign of Wood-roPOPULAR
YOUNG
MAN OF THIS CITY
Wilson.
AFTER!
SUCCUMBS
TO APPENDICITIS
Early reports said Robert S. Hudspeth would read during the first part
ELEVENTH HOUR OPERATION
PROVES: of the session a letter from Mr. Wilson which it was believed would inBY ALL
IN
dicate the course of the committee.
That William F. McCombs, New York
!
man-Jacb Safford, just entering
lawyer and Princeton graduate, was
hood's estate, died early this morning Governor Wilson's choice for the naat St. Vincent's sanitarium from gau- - tional chairmanship was generally
The secretaryship waa
grene resulting from a severe attack! conceded.
cf appendicitis. An eleventh hour! said to be between L'rey Woodson,
operation performed last Friday, in incumbent, and Joseph E. Davies, naan effort to save his life, proved futile tional committeeman from Wisconand death followed after a few day.s sin.
ot intense suffering.
Mrs. Safford, ihe mother, is prostrated today. The father, C. V. Sat-- j
DARROW VICTORY
lord, who is private secretary to Sen-- j
ator A. B. Fall is iu Washington and'
was notified by wire today, the mesMARKS THIRD
sage being sent by Edward Safford,
an elder brouher who is deputy clerk
MONTH
of the district court.
Jacob Safford was one of the most
popular young man in Santa Fe. He
was generally admired and. respected (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
for those manful, fearless and honest j Ls Angeles, Calif., July 13 The
qualities ot neart and mind that made third month of the bribery trial ot
him a good son, a good citizen and a Clarence S. Darrow was begun today
with a victory for the defense.
true friend.
He had been employed at the San
Judge Hutton ruled that Tom Ij.
Pedro mines where he became ill but Johnson could testify as to his condid not realize the seriousness of his fidential relations as attorney for Bert
condition until too late. He came to II. Franklin, on the ground Franklin
the sanitarium here and after an ex- had forfeited the right to the protecamination, an operation was decideu tion of the law precluding an attorupon. It was too late, however, to ney from disclosing professional sesave his life as the poison had already crets, by taking the stand and himself
circulated through his system.
revealing those secrets.
' Jake" Safford, as he was known to
The trial of Franklin on the charge
his many friends, was a second lieu- o' the bribery of Juror George X.
tenant in the First Infantry, N. M. N. Lockwood, the same charge upon
G., and full military honors will be ac- which Darrow is being tried was set
corded.
The funeral arrangements
have not as yet been made.
Paee Five.)
(Continued

AMERICANS

IN SIXTEEN

KEES TAKE FIRST
SECURE

THEN

HUNDRED

EIGHT
CONTEST

BIG

TAKE

PLACE
SECOND
METER

RACE, YANEASILY
PLACE

IN
'

SWIMMING

GIVING THEM EIGHT

TAKING LIVES

'iam Lorimer is going back to Chicago

AND

POINTS
j

MORE.

and going to work."
That announcement was made to-- i
day in behalf of the man Whom the
senate Saturday stripped of his seat
as junior senator from Illinois,
Whether he will
politics
and seek vindication at the hands of
the electorate, Mr. Lorimer has not
decided.
r

CARLISLE INDIAN IS

HAMBURGER CAUGHT

WONDER OF WORLD

IN NEW YORK

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Stockholm, July 15. America won
first place In two of the leading events
at today's Olympic games, the 1600
meters relay race and the pentathlon,
and second place in the 800 meters
altoswimming final, thus scoring
gether eight points.
Sweden added 19 points to her total,
Finland 13 points, England 6 points,
Germany 5 points, Australia, which
won the swimming event, 3 points,
France two points, and Austria one
point.
James Thorp, of Carlisle Indian
Indian school, performed a remark-able feat in winning the pentathlon
and proved his general all around
ability as an athlete.
King Gustave at 5 o'clock this afternoon presented the prizes to the
winners, of gold, silver and bronze

MAN

WHO

CASHED

BAD

SOLD FAKE LIQUOR
BROUGHT
ROBERTS
'

TO
FOR

BONDS

GALLUP
TRIAL-LO-

CHECKS

BY

NG

WILL

AND
BE

SHERIFF
SEARCH

ENDED.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Herman Hamburger, alias Haineus,
wanted in Gallup, Vaughn, El Paso CLOUD BURST CAUSES TERRIBLE DESTRUCTION OF LIFE AND PROPERTY WHEN WALL OF
and other places, has been caught
in New York City after a chase leadWATER TWENTY FEET HIGH ROLLS INTO NARROW CANYON
MANY PATHETIC SCENES
ing from New Mexico to the Atlantic
coast States. The arrest was made by
WITNESSED
DURING
RESCUE WORK-F- IVE
ARE
HUNDRED
PEOPLE
HOMELESS

1

Pinkerton detectives at the request

-'

A

GAUSEOFTWO

PRINCETON MAN
IS

DEMOCRATIC

of Sheriff Robert L. Roberts of
AND HUNGRY.
county who has hunted for
months for the man. ,.
(Continued on Page S.)
Sheriff Roberts and his
deputy,
Henry Brock of Gallup spent today
here leaving tonight for New York.
AGED
They secured requisition papers for
the
prisoner and will bring him
back tor trial, Hamburger is chargFEDERALS
AND
HAD
ed with having sold government bonds
to liquor warehouses which were forREBELS TOO
geries and for having issued spurious
checks. He secured several thousand dollars, it is said, in Vaughn, Galhis mother's home shortly after the spread three feet of water through
The (By Special Leased Wive to New Mexican
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) lup, El Paso and other places.
flood broke, rapped loudly and receiv- the yard,
of
full
extent
his
not N Denver, Colo., July 13. Two
are
putting locomotive fires
Colonia Oaxaca, State of Sonora,
operations
ing no response, turned to rescuing out, marooning several hundred passas yet. He passed as a $ dead, five injured, two missing
known
entirely
15.
But
miles
twenty
July
today sepand property damage of at least
other unfortunates, thinking
his engers and closing
salesman while in this state.
the city to inarated the rebels advancing from whiskey
$2,000,000 were the revised facts
mother had been rescued by neigh- coming or outgoing traffic.
connecS known at noon today in
Casas Grandes for their attack on the ITALIANS CAPTURE
bors. Early today Bickford, having
A general call to physicians speed-iition with last night's flood which
found no trace of his mother, returnfederal forces gathered at Colonia
SIDI ALLY TODAY.
gathered a staff at police heada wall of water 23 feet
to
ed
the
in
which
of
little
poured
front
home,
Oaxaca and Colonia Morelos, the Morwho were dispatched to the
quarters
down
creek.
the
was
high
coroner's
Cherry
wagon
standing,!
mon colonies, 75 miles soutlheast of (By Special Leasefl Wire to New Mexican)
in police automo-bi'es- .
The dead:
drown- edge of the flood
woman
the
been
aged
having
15.
A
from
Rome, Ju'y
dispatch
Many thrilling rescues along
THE
DEAD:
Mrs.
Fred
was
Douglas, Ariz. The rebels were sight- General Garioni
ed.
Hill,
The
of
Frank
Hill,
body
says the whole divisfound buried in sand in the Denver the banks of the creek were reported
Lydia Bickford, aged S5 years.
ed at Las Arias, on the mountain tops. ion under his command attacked and
MISSING: Zoe Wallace,
THE
& Rio Grande yards,
General Sanjinez, the government
having been, this morning.
captured Sidi Ally at dawn after six
Albert Clay.
washed several blocks by the torrent.
The smaller dwellings along the
commander has 1100 men, two cannon hours fierce
six
engagement with
THE INJURED: All of whom
Stories of thrilling escapes and' creek collapsed easily at the first onand two machine guns. He has left
Turkish forces from Regdaline
large
were taken to the county hospiheroic rescues were told today.
a garrison at Colonia Morelos, fifteen and Zoara in the west of
j slaught of the water.
Mayor Arnold
Tripoli. The
tal: Mrs. J. G. Stafford, cut and
miles west of here but the main forcThe cloudburst last night, poured was early on the scene with most
sufto
the
dispatch,
bruised.
es will await the rebel attack at Turks, according
a 23 foot wall of water down the of the fire and police departments
fered enormous losses and are now in N
Colonia Oaxaca. Most of the Mormjn
Mry ITiggin', cut and bruised.
shallow bed of Cherry creek, which and thousands of volunteer citizens.
retreat.
full
Fred
dislocated
Emerson,
colonists have gone to Colonia Moreruns through the city.
Every availab'e wagon was pressed
V shoulder.
los for defense. They are determined
The city auditorium today is a re- into service. Dazed families huddled
A tfULE.
GOT
LOPEZ
Lulu Turner, cut and bruised.
Xo resist both federals
and rebels
on roofs,
At dawnj five hundred in yards and marooned
fuge camp.
Rudolph Ryan, police officer,
Charging him with the theft of one
alike if their property become a bathomeless men, women and chi'dren mingled appeals with the voices of
to
V
drowned
while
lone
mule
from
ranches
the
nearly
trying
Springer
tleground and their families are enfive their rescuers.
were gathered there. Twenty
rescue a woman.
A clash
was narrowly at Cimarron, Fred Lambert mountdangered.
to six years
months
babies
from
six
Hundreds of spectators cut off from
averted when the government troops ed
policeman, yesterday arrested
are in th" care of the police matron. retreat from the flood before they
Juan Lopez of Colfax county. He is
After directing relief and rescue realized their danger were rescued by
While the above list of casualties
held on bond to the grand jury.
Continued on Page Eignt.
are believed to oe practically com- work all night, Mayor Arnold organiz- theor friends who, with the frenzied
plete, accurate figures on property ed relief parties at the town hall, be- relatives of the entrapped families
damage still are incomplete and may ginning a search in the course of the piessed to the front and hindered the
run considerably higher. Individual flood which is a trail of wrecked work. Wagon after wagon was drivestimates vary greatly and run as dwellings.
en into the flood water to return
high as $5,000,000.
Practically the
of Commerce
has again and again with women and chilThe Chamber
entire wholesale and warehouse dis opened a relief subscription list.
clothes.
dren in drenched
Those
tricts were flooded and exact figures
The flood it without parallel in the who insisted upon saving effects were
cn this loss cannot be given until the
of the city. Had it not been dragged from their homes.
settlements have been unwatered and history
John A. Quigly, his wife and mofor a note of warning sounded over
inventories taken.
the telephone to the city hall Just ther and baby were the first rescued.
:
Stories of thrilling escapes and he-- before the crest of the flood reached His mother, sixty years old, stumbled
roic rescues were told today.
the city, many could not have es back into the current and had to be
However,
figures com caped death.
rescued a second time.
piled at noon today include damage
The message was repeated along
Fred
eight years old, alone
items as follows: City streets and the course of the creek and dwellers on the Olson,cried
for his mother and MRS. H. SHEARS IS BROUGHT TO ST. VINCENTS SANITARIUM
bank,
in
stocks
wholesale
sewers
$300,000;
OF
SERGEANT AT ARMS MAKES ANCIENT ANNOUNCEMENT
AND BOARD
on the banks were able to flee in baby sister. Ife had saved himself
district at least $1,000,000; tramway.
WHERE SURGEONS OPERATE HURRIEDLY TAKING LEAD PELLETS
"We'll get them,"
time, many in their night clothes.
by swimming.
MANAGERS FROM HOUSE THEN APPEARS
BEFORE BAR OF PRESIDING business and residence property $300,-- ,
The flood ripped out concrete walls said Mayor Arnold.
A wagon plung000.
Total $2,000,000.
MEMBER IS SENT BACK FOR BURIAL
ENT
for two miles, tore ed into Ihe flood and although
the
OFFICER AND DEMAND THAT COMMERCE COURT JURIST BE TRIED FOR
The Denver chamber of commerce that confined it
smal flood swept it aside at first,, it crept
of
hundreds
bridges,
up
light
DOING WELL AND WILL PROBABLY RECOVER.
and the United Charities have taken
HIGH CRIMES.
dwellings and drove their occupants to the Olson home where three rescharge of raising a relief fund to aid out
of their homes or to roof tops cuers entered and returned with the
flood sufferers of whom more than 500
A pathetic incident from which they were rescued by the mother and the baby held tightly to
are homeless.
A shout greeted the
became known today in connection members of the police and fire de- her bosom.
IMPRESSIVE
with the death of Mrs. Lydia Bick- partments who had been ordered to return of the wagon. A squad of poSCENE WHILE ARTICLES
ford, S3 years old. The aged woman rescue work on receipt of the warn- lice rescued a score from house tops
on Market street and hurried them in
lived alone in a little shack. Last; ing message by the mayor.
OF INDICTMENT ARE BEING READ night Joseph Bickford, a son, visited
to the Auditorium.
Reaching Union station the flood a
VAIN-LO- VED

j

'

nutu

Tn

ririiiT
iu r will

SON ABANDONED

MOTHER

SHE

THINKfNC

BEEN TAKEN TO SAFETY BY OTHER

j

y

j

STANLEY WOMAN HAS ARM

IMPEACHMENT OF JUDGE
ARCHBALD

SHOT OFF WHILE HUNTING

IS FORMALLY

WITH

LAID BEFORE THE SENATE

HER

HUSBAND

semi-offici-

.

HERE

TODAY-PATI-

WEAPON WAS PLACED IN WAGON

AND JOLTING FIRED THE CARTRIDGE

n

(By Special Leased Wlro to New Mexican)
Washintgon, D. C, July 15. The
impeachment of Judge Robert Arch-balof the Commerce court was formally laid before the Senate today by
the committee of managers from the
headed
house,
by Representative
Henry D. Clayton, chairman of the judiciary committee.
Shortly after the senate convened
the house managers walked in a body
to the rail before the presiding officer's desk and announced their mission.
The senate chamber and galleries were fairly well filed to witness the proceedings.
It had not
ben paralleled since the impeachment
of Judge Swain in 1905. Mr. Clayton
read the resolution under which the
house had directed its committee to
present the impeachment to the
d

About him were grouped the other
memners ot the committee,
repre
sentatives Floyd of Arkansas, Webb
of North Carolina,
Davis of West
Virginia, Norris of Nebraska, Sterling of Illinois and Howland of Ohio.
As Mr. Clayton concluded and before he could begin upon the articles
om impeachment, Senator Lodge of
Massachusetts pointed oat that the
rules provided for a proclamation by
The
the Senate Sergeant at Arms.
house managers retired to the Tea
o? the chamber and Colonel Daniel
in a voice
Ransdall, sergeant-at-armthat scarcely reached the senate galleries, made the formal proclamation:
"Hear ye! Hear ye! All persons are
cammanded to keep silent on pain ol
while the House of
imprisonment

Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 15. The
most severe thunderstorm in years
swept down upon this city last night
and with the terrific wind which accompanied It left a tale of devastation
throughout the District ot Columbia.
Two and
inches of rain
ot an hour.
leu in
one-hal- f

three-quarte-

HOLD

OFFICIALS SEEK

ELECTION

CAUSED OF
GOVERNOR AND OTHER STATE
WILL CONTINUE

OFFICIALS

IN OFFICE UNTIL 1914

BECAUSE OF DECISION

OF

WRECK

COURTS.

Phoenix, Ariz., July 15. There will
be no general state election in this
state until next November as provided in the act of the recent state legislature and the present state administration, headed by Governor George
W. P. Hunt, will go over until 1914, according to a decision rendered today
The
by the state supreme court.
court granted an injunction to state
(Continued on Page Five.)
Senator H. A. Davis, restraining Secretary of State Osborne from serving notices for the primaries.
Under the decision of the supreme
court only presidential electors will
be voted for next November.
The decision deferring the state election set forth that when the conCellars were submerged, trees were stitution was framed It was believed
In
uprooted, traffic on trolley lines were that statehood would be granted
Statehood was delayed until
suspended and the telephone service 1911.
to a great extent was put out ot com- 1912.
The courts held that the "even
mission. Great damage was done In
provision
submerged basements of the burea.i numbered year" election
even
succeeding
of engraving and printing, and the meant the first
government printing offices, where the numbered year after statehood had
f
paper stock, was rendered worthless. been granted or 1914.

THUNDER STORM SWEEPS
OVER NATIONAL CAPITAL
iBy

ARIZONA WILL NOT

ALL

BUT THREE

OF

DEAD

SPRINCS DISASTER
TIFIED

AND

HAVE

WOUNDED

TAKEN TO NEARBY

WESTERN

MINERS

N.
Mrs. S. H. Shears of Stanley,
brought to Santa Fe Sunday
ARE MEETING night, her right arm helpless as the
result of a gun shot wound received
while hunting with Mr. Shears.
FEDERATION
PLANS
EXTEND
T3
Mrs. Shears was at once operated
Knapp. Diaz and
upon by Doctors
ORGANIZATION TO MEXICO-GIVA
Harroun and the arm removed.
CORDIAL RECEPTION BY CRIPPLE number of shot were taken from the
stub and shoulder. Mrs. Shears was
CREEK
resting well this morning and if no
complications result, she will recover.
Cripple Creek, Colo., July 13.
Fears of a possible attempt to prevent
the holding of the annual convention
of the Western Federation of Miners
here because of the bitter feeling following the strike of 1904 proved
groundless and the opening session
was marked by the best of feeling.
Mayor Joseph Bitterly in his address
extended a cordial
welcome to the (By Special Leaaefl TVtre to rfew Mexlcanl
delegates and presented a gilded key Oyster Bay, N. Y., July 13. Colonel
to the city to President Charles H. Roosevelt has decided to make the
Moyer, who voiced the miners' appre- campaign trip to Michigan, Kansas,
ciation of the kindly reception.
and Iowa, which he has had under
A credentials committee was apfor several days. He
pointed and the convention took a re consideration
cess until 3 o'clock when the commit said he had begun work on a number
tee report probably will be approved, of speeches which he would deliver
at the opening of the National Proinasmuch as tJhere are no contests.
The annual address of President gressive convention in Chicago.
Is scheduled tor tonight.
"I shall not be able to go to JackMoyer
Among matters to be settled by the son, Mich., to speak on Saturday on
convention are, granting to local account of the pressure of my work,"
unions authority to conclude long term said the Colonel. He had been asked
contracts with employers and extend- to speak before the Michigan state
convention ot the new party. He said
ing the organization to Mexico.
M., was

EN

IN

WESTERN

BEEN

IDEN-

HAVE

BEEN

HOSPITAL-DE-

NSE

FOG PLAYED PART IN TRAGEDY.

ENGINEER DIED AT
HIS POST A HERO
(By Special Leased Wire Co New Mexican)
Chicago, July 15. According to
early reports today all of the injured,
taken to the hospitals as a result of
the collision between the
Chicago
Burlington ana Quincy Overland limited and a mail train at Western
Springs yesterday morning, in which
thirteen persons were killed and sixteen known to be hurt, were In a
condition which Indicated
their re--

(Continued on Page Five.)

The amputated arm was placed in a
small box and will be sent to Stanley
this afternoon for burial. Mr. Shears
accompanied his wife to this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Shears were hunting
yesterday and placed a loaded shot
gun in the wagon between them. Tho
jolting of the wagon caused the weapon to explode and the. full charge
struck Mrs. Shears in the right arm
She wa3
just below the shoulder.
driven hurriedly into Stanley and
brought here on the first train.

COLONEL ROOSEVELT WILL
MAKE TRIP TO KANSAS
he would remain in Oyster Bay all
this week.
Some time next week, according to
the plans he will start westward.
indicated today
Colonel Roosevelt
that he would attend the national
Progressive convention in Chicago on
August 6, so arranging his campaign
trip as to complete his speech making
just before the national convention
begins.
"I do not know upon exactly what
date I will start on my trip to Kansas,
Iowa, and Michigan,'' said the Colonel
today, "but I hope it will be late
enough so that I shan't have to come
back before the Chicago convention."

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FB, X.

PACE TWO

The Little Store

15.

The cur-

contains
rent issue of
two articles concerning Deming and
the Jlimbres valley and six handsome
half tones illustrative of the same.
of
One article is entitled "Schools

the

MYSTERY

HAS CARLSBAD

Deming, X. M., July

Again Reminds You of the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of

MIMBRES UALLEY
MURDER
GIUEN BOOST BV
MID CONTINENT

MONDAY,

M.

TROUBLED

Helping a Woman
means helping an entire family.
Her back aches so she can bardly drag
around. Her nerves are on edge and she
.3 nearly wild. Headache and Sleeplessness unfit her for the care of her family.
Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago rack her
body. But, let her take

Generally

Foley

Deming" by V. S. Wilis, and the other WELL, NEAR WHERE BODY OF MUR
Land Values in the Mimbres Val
FOUND HAS
WAS
CERED MAN
'
ley-by K. Dedichek.
and all these ailments
TERRIBLE STENCH AND ANOTHR
Dr. R. C. Hoffman, president of the
will disappear. She will
soon recover her strength
Doming Automobile Association, has
MISSING PERSON MAY BE DEAD.
had blue prints made of the Borderand healthy activity for
land route fro mDodge Citl;, Kans., to
Foley Kidney Pills are
It is a complete
Tucson, Arizona.
healing, curative, strengthening and tonic,
medicine for all Kidney, Bladder ana
driving log of the road made by C. M. PEACH CROP WILL
Irinary Diseases that always cures.
Lester. One blue print has been put
BE LARGE ONE
I
Tr sale by all druggists.
up in the Chamber of Commerce and
covers forty feet or more of nail
was about to leave lor the west to
space. He has also had a tracing
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
from Cambray
route
Carlsbad, N. M., July 15. An- go into business and Father Spooner
of
the
made
TICKETS
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
through Deming to Tunis from which other murder mystery is develop- seized the opportunity to offer his
a zinc etching will be made and will ing in the Mexican settlement west parental counsel:
The old well near whidh
be published for general distribution. of Loving.
"You are going far away to begin
A. H. Child and wife arrived in the body of Candelario Ramon was
your career in a rough country, and
in
found two weeks ago, smells to high
Deming from their honeymoon trip
would feel better if yoi promise
in heaven. It is thought that it possibly
California and are now residing
me before you go that you will not
Mr. Child's new home in Orchard Park hides the body of a Mexican that dis drink. We
probably won't see much
addition.
appeared a month ago, a short time of each other
again for a good many
Mex
This
killed.
was
Frank Cox has purchased a 40 h. p. before Ramon
would give me great
and
it
years,
Bessemer engine which he will in- ican was together with Ramon and consolation to know that wherever
is
who
Cardines
Climenta
charged
Hondale.
near
his
at
farm
stall
you are you are in no danger of being
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
S. W. Almy has just installed a 25 witth killing Ramon. The officers are
ruined by drink."
so
but
into
the
far
matter,
h. p. General Electric motor and an looking
Young Spooner received the little
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
American Well Works Tur- have found nothing tangible. Arrange
After hearing its
lecture calmly.
bine pump on his place just east of ments are being made to pump out
conclusion he replied:
to
see
well
old
it
contains
what
the
town.
Fe
The only exclusive
house in
"Father, I am going away and we
C. A. Reed Clark has accented a The water is deep and it will require
now at hand will probably
not see each other
position as electrician with the Dem a bigger pump than is
Cardinas is still in jail and Ramon's for some time.
This smoking i:
ing Ice and Electric Co.
arrest
under
been
wife
I would like
has
health.
placed
threshC.
A.
has
ruining
Black
your
Phone
Phone Black
Wilsey
just
ed his harley from 20 acres. He got It is suspected that she had a hand to feel while I am away that your
360 sacks weighing
ninety pounds in the killing of her husband. Two health is not being ruined by this
One dangerous nicotine habit.
I'll tell
He sold his yield for $2.25 per old men lived with Cardinas.
each.
hundred.
He watered this barley six of them died suddenly a day or two you what I will do. You quit smok
the excite- ing and I will
times and used $48 worth of oil in ago, presumably from
quit drinking."
Dawson Coal
ment.
pumping the water.
And so the compact was
made,
Sawed
are
Wood
The
very There are other
ripening
peaches
El Toro
Postmaster Pennington has Tiad in
other
fathers,
exG.
F.
Tracy
slowly this year.
stalled at the depot two letter-boxemoralizers, perhaps, who may see
one on the S. P. side and the other on pects to begin carload shipments on the
of the incident in
significance
the Santa Fe side. The mail clerks Tuesday of the Carman and Mamie its broadest sense.
not
will
Ross
The
Elbertas
varieties.
of each train will take the letters
from these boxes, so that a letter be ready for at least two weeks.
MONEY IN PEACOCKS.
Hulling alfalfa seed began yester- From
dropped in one of them a few minuBrooklyn Life.
tes before train time is assured of day at Loving. The crop is turning
Elizabeth Parker, who is the femi
The out well. W. H. Lackey, where the
poing forward without delay.
new postoffice quarters will be ready huller is now at work, will get an nine pioneer in the peacock industr:
All Kinds of Building Materials.
for occupancy within a few weeks. average of over 300 pounds of first now swears by the adage that fine
There are 112 new private boxes class seed to the acre. C. V. Rosson feathers make fine birds, and neither
Doors, Red
which will make 550 private boxes and Dr. H. X. Baker have also har- - cioes it trouble her very much wheth
er beauty be only plumage deep or
Ifard Ui Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
sted a fine seed crop.
in She Deming office. The postoffice
is beginning to bloom in the wnetner nanasome does any more
reached above the
"otton
has
business
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
mark already, which entitles Loving district. The outlook for the than to strut and spread his tail. Pea
so it develops, are hardy crea
Appli cotton crop is good, though the acre- cocks,
Deming to a carrier service.
cation will he made to the depart- age in cotton is less than last year. tures, and far easier to raise than
turkeys, out of whose broods only
ment for this service.
few are apt to live.
Mrs. Ralph C. Ely and Mrs. J. C. WHY CHANGE NICKEL
Peacocks are sometimes sold for
RETAIN THE GODDESS.
Watson gave a delightful dance to
$200 a pair. Even when the weather
about sixty couples
at the Harvey
House last night in honor of the Daughters of the Revolution Pledged j approaches zero they prefer to remain
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Misses Watson and Mrs.
Louise
to Preserve Spirit of 76 Oppose oui oi aoors; dampness atone
dangerous. The modern demand for
Carter Seymour.
Change Suggested by McVeagt1.
peacocks is the concomitant of the
AND
V. S. Hillis has been appointed by
love for the Italian gardens, dear to
Governor McDonald as a delegate
St. Louis, July 15. Mrs. William the wife of the
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
country gentleman.
from New Mexico to the
Cummins Story, regent of the New Where there is
antique statuary peaSAWED WOOD
CERR1LLOS LUMP
which
Commercial
Congress
York Manhattan Chapter of the cocks must be seen on the terrace
will meet at Salt Lake City, August
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
Daughters of the American Revolu- steps.
7.
who is visiting in St. Louis en
Miss May Clark left for Los An- tion,
route home from the General FederaMUST BELIEVE IT
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depotthis
geles
morning.
in
Sam T. Clark has resigned his posi- tion of Women's Clubs convention
tion in the county clerk's office and San Francisco, heard for the first When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell it so P'ainly.
will begin work as assistant cashier time that Secretary MacVeagh of the
When public endorsement Is made
to
of the First State Bank when that Treasury Department proposes
coin a new
piece without the by a representative citizen of Santa
institution opens for business.
Fe the proof is positive. You must
Mr. Handley has sold the Comet imake of the Goddess of Liberty.
"The Goddess of Liberty must not believe it. Read this testimony. Ev
theater, and will return to his old
be stricken off any American coin," ery DacKacne sutrerer, every man,
home in Santa Fe.
Successor to
Pierce Hughes has been employed Mrs. Story said with an emphasis woman or child with any kidney trouble will find profit in the reading.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
by Charles Hughes as assistant in that forecast a lively opposition for
Mrs.
office.
the county clerk's
the Secretary of the United States Griffin Bernarda R. de Escudero, 106
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I
FIRST-CLAS- S
Smith and Wells today sold A. D. Treasury.
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
Walker, of Midland, Texas, 160 acres
Mrs. Story was in her front room at
of land three miles south of Hondale. the Planters Hotel when she said Kidney Pills today as when I publicAlso First-Clas- s
them in January,
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
Mr. Walker will return here with his this. With her was Miss Florence ly recommended
1907. For about a year I was bother
family in a short time, and begin the G. Finch of New York, who is returned by a dull ache and weakness across
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
improvement of his land.
ing from the Western coast with Mrs. my loins and kidneys. I tired easily
SANTA FE, N. M.
Story. The maid had just unpacked and any exertion brought on severe
WEALTHY BUT THRIFTY.
their trunks, removing dresses that pains in my back. Hearing Doan's
the two women would wear today. Kidney Pills highly spoken of, I was
Woman Worth Nearly a Million Ex- The
bed, chairs and dressing tables induced to try them. The results
pends L?ss Than $2,000 for Wed- were covered with the feminine finery
proved beyond a doubt that this remding Clothes.
and the room's appearance was sug- edy lives up to representations. The
New York, Jul" 15. Although she
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
gestive of a display of the latest cure it has brought has led me to
Prom
has nearly a million dollars, Mrs. models
from Paris.
praise it on mote than one occasion
La Salle
TAOS
BARRANCA
Olga Roosevelt
Bayne, cousin of STRIKES AT VITALS OF PATRIOT-ISM- .
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
former
President
Roosevelt,
spent
cents. Foster-MilburMeets Both North South less
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Co., Buffalo,
for
than $2,000
her trousseau
Mrs. Story has been so busy visit- New York, sole agents for the United
II.
Trains.
Bounds
Telephone
and wedding supper when she married
since leaving California that she States.
Mr. Joseph Breckenridge Bayne ing
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
?wo Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Rememoer the same Doan's and
had not heard of MacVeagh's
purthe north bound train and arrives at last November.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
of the take no other.
in
the
posed
change
design
This was disclosed today in thfl
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c
nickel.
Ten miles shorter than any other supreme court when Justice Gaveg-aShort Orders at All Hours.
"I hardly can believe that the secRobert
B.
discharged
Roosevelt,
way. Good cove re hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
would purpose such a thing," NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
retary
as
of
Mrs.
Bayne who
guardian
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams Jr.,
she
said.
"It is a strike at the vitals
French Noodle Order 20c a dlsa,
furnished commercial men to take In has just come of age.
EXPRESS LINE.
of American patriotism. The DaughKew York Chop Suey 50c. the
Charles
L.
in
referee
Hoffman,
Knbude
to'uns.
Wire
surrounding
of the American Revolution are
ters
estate
found
the
Mrs.
that
Station.
settling
161.
Bayne'8 interest in the estate of p'edged to preserve the memory of
her mother, Mrs. Grave C. Roosevelt, the patriots of '76 and I for one mem- Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drugstore
ber will oppose
any such change
was more than $265,000.
This is the second fortune within a which is so contrary to our most sacmonth that has come to her.
On red traditions."
June 2S, Mrs. Bayne received $300,000
"MacVeagh only wants to change
from the estate of her grandfather this one coin," was told Mrs. Story.
Lorenzo C. Woodhouse,
which has "But why change this one" asked
been held in trust for her.
Three Mrs. Story.
Rooms With Bath,
"He intends to replace the Goddess
$1.50
$2.00 Per Day
years ago Mrs. Bayne inherited $200,-00from the estate of Mrs. Stephen of Liberty with the head of a bufS. Cummins.
Since she was 17 years falo." "Why?"
"On the other side would be an Inold she has received $10,000 a year
for her support and education.
dian's head." "Why?"
MISS FINCH SUGGESTS REASON.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
"A New York artist is already busy
ss.
drawing a design for the new coin."
Lucas count.
"Why-?- "
Mrs. Story asked with an
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he insistence that made the interviewer
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. feel uncomfortable and wish that SecCheney & Co., doing business In the retary MacVeagh were present to exof
City of Toledo, County and State plain to Mrs. Story why make a will
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay change at all.
will
be
New
you
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLHowever, Miss Finch had an ansLARS for each and every case of Ca- wer for Mrs. Story's why's.
room
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
"May be the secretary, who is a
Made
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
man, objects to the picture of a
FRANK J. CHENEY.
woman on the coins of this
Sworn to before me and subscribed nation."
to my presence, this 6th day of DeThirty years' of experience in
WHY SPOONER QUIT "MOKING.
cember, A. D. 18S6.
A. W. GLEASON,
Former United States
Senator tailoring in seme of the largest
(Seal)
John C. Spooner, once of Wisconsin, cities in Europe and America.
Notary Public
Haul's Catarrh Cure is taken inter now of New York, told a story the
You cannot get up to date printing nally and acts directly upon the blood other day which will bear almost
You cannot get up to date printing
material unless you have
101
material and mucous surfaces of the system. any amount of repeating and comtinless you have
Washington Avenue.
and faculties. Tbe New Mexican and facilities. The New Mexican Send for testimonials, free.
ment. Mr. Spooner said that some
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
months ago be quit smoking after
Printing Company has botb, and at Printing Company has botb, and at
Phone Black 22.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
the same time expert mechanics. Tour the same time expert mechanics.
30 years of indulgence in the practice.
Your
orders are always assured per
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- His action, he said, had been compelorders are always assured personal at
Goods Called for and Delivered.
Bona! attention.
tentlon.
led by his young son. Spooner, Jr.,
pation.
,

" Soltaire " Goods.

Kidney Pills

Always the Leader

IT

GO

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

WE SOCK THE KNIFE INTO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG

Ida

LEO HERSCH

45

WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT
GOING TO BLOW OU.
WHAT THE

Screen

,

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

at

& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Capita! City Bank Bldg.

FRANK M. JONES,

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards- Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or-

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

For Full Information Call,

-

light
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

RIGS.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
TO

POWER

n

n

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch

Phone Red

and

your
iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
for
the
um cleaner ready
fray, your
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

The Tailor

0

THE ALBANY HOTEL

the button and

is ready to cook

MURALTER

....

:

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

J. R. CREATH,

Restaurant

BUSI-

- Phone 14

If Its Hardware We Have It.

KAUNE

THE STAR BARN
LIVERY

SOON

Hardware Co.

Delivered to your house.

Wood

all sizes.

IS

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijdi Ball Ginger Ale

Trans-Mississip-

Anthracite coal,

BUSI-

Why Import Mineral Water ?

CAPITAL COAL YARD
WHOLESALE
RETAIL

BUSINESS

OUR

WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE

PEOPLE

Phone 14.

0

$10,-00-

OF DOING

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING

Wood-Davi- s

R. J. CRICHTON

and White Cedar Fence Posts

SOUR WAY

NESS.

PORTLAND CEMENT

Lumber' and Coal Yard

I

NESS.

Santa

grain

PRICES

AT LITTLE

BUSINESS

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

45

JULY 15, 191i

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO. I

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

or

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
these moderate priced rooms
day. Try one
Fire
with bath, and
pleased.
Proof Annex, every
with bath.

prices and
guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

reasonable

and Gents' Custom

good-lookin- g

Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

A

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.
with trouble

Motorcycle without a doubt
left at the factory.

J.F.RHOADS
Step Ladders,
Screens and

Screen Doors
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
UPHOLSTERING.

104 Galisteo
LIGHT. SILENT AXD RELIABLE.

PASH BROS..Agts.,

Santa Fe.

Telephone

157 W.

::

Street
SANTA FE, N. Nl

Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav
All legal blanks prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new ing all modern conveniences, includState form, for sate by th N
ing electric light, steam beat and
Mexican Printing Company.
baths, In the First National Bank

;

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICA'X. SANTA FE. N.

, JULY 13, 1912.

PROFESSIONAL CARD

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

R. L. Roberts, Gallup.
H. H. Brock, Gallup.
C. S. Ilayden, Albuquerque.
C. J,. Seagroves, Chicago.
If. S. Lutz, City.
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
I!. F. Criswell, Denver.
Joe Morthlin, St. Louis.
G. Atkinson. Chicago.
Kmmitt Wirt, Dulce, X. M.
IT. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
O. L. Owen, City.
C. F. Wilson, Denver.
Benjamin Hill, Stanley.
H. S. Spencer, Stanley.
A. G. Edwards, Denver.
L. J. S. Chapman, Trinidad.
E. I.ibby and mother, Chicago.
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
G. H. Butler, Denver.
W. W. Cameron, El Paso.
I. . E. Morris, Gallup.
Robert Scars, Gallup.
Ben Gibbey, Gallup.

Chronic Ulcers Mean Bad Blood
If outside Influences were responsible for chronic ulcers, then

exter-

nal applicationsand simple cleanliness would be a curative treatment.
But the trouble is always in the blood which has become unhealthy and
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
diseased, and keeps the sore open by continually discharging jnt0 it the
Attorney an Counselor at Law.
Kooms
impurities and infectious matter with which the circulation is filled.
Salves, washes, lotions, etc., may cause the place to scab over temporarily.
Capital Oity Bank Building,
Dur. tne Diooa is not made purer by such treatment
Santa Fe, New Mexico
and soon the old inflammation and discharge will
Assistant District Attorney, Fir
return and the sore be as bad or worse than before.
Judicial District.
Nor will removing the place by surgical operation
,
insure a cure; the cause still remains in the blood
HOLT & SUTHERLAND-.
and the sore is bound to return. S. S. S. heals old
Attorneys-at-Lawsores by going down into the blood and removing
Practice in the District Court as
the impurities and germs which are responsible for
well as before tne Supreme Court al
the place. S. S. S. thoroughly purifies the circulathe State.
tion and in this way destroys the source of every
New Mexico
Las Cruces, chronic ulcer. In addition to ourifvinor the blood
S. S. S. enriches this vital fluid and in every way assists nature in overG. W. PRICHARD,
coming the bad effects of a chronic ulcer. Book on Sores and Ulcers and
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
any medical advice free.
Court
District
jHE smFj SpECIHC C0f A JLANTA, CA.
the
Practice in all
and gives special attention to caset
before the State Supreme Court.
old son of William Hoyt, while playA SPLENDID BEGINNING.
"Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
Kansas City, July 15. That was an ing with his two sisters and anotiher
at the home of his grandC. W. G. WARD,
inspiring moment in the history of little girlJames
Ogden, in Kinderhook
Kansas City when the new Progres- father,
State District Attorney.
found a small rifle in tho
township,
into
sive
sttrode
party
For San Miguel end Mora Counties
woodshed. He first pointed the gun
Las Vegas, - - - - New Mexico. the arena of public affairs. The great at the neighbor girl, who ran scream-s
meeting Saturday night at Draugh-on'- ing away. Then pointing the .nun at;
Hall and in the street in front his
HARRY D. MOULTON,
little sister Marian, aged 7. he
of the building, was more than a moAttorney-at-Law- .
pulled the trigger and sent a
mentous event in the history of this
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
bullet crashing through
her
city and of the Fifth Congressional brain, killing her instantly. The ter-- j
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
was
It
event
chain
in
a
District.
an
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
nble affair has driven the young
of like events throughout the Nation mother almost insanewhich herald the advent of a m6re
EASLEY & EASLEY,
17-1- 8

1

.

Chas. F. Easley,
Attorneys-at-Law-

Chas. R. Easley,
.

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
N. M.

McKEAN & crlEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.
Taos,

-

B

New Mexico.

-

H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.v
TISE?
Tell your story to
2,000,000

Readers 'or

Twelve Dollars.
advertite-inen- t
We will place your
in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING)
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
--

UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m, to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
DR. W.

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours
11 e. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to i p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Biack
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P, M.

glorious day in American politics a
far better day than had dawned for
the Republic in a half eeiiUiry.
Spontaneously, of their own free
will, moved by no other impulse
than the inspiration of fidelity to free
of the
government, many hundreds
men of Kansas City crowded the hot
hall, while many other hundreds,
many hundreds more, stood waiting
around the blocked building and all
animated by the one thought of
pledging themselves to the cause of
justice in government and honesty in
politics.
All, that is, except the few "scouts"
of the old machine who came to sneer
and who stayed, if not to pray, to
wonder.
Truly the "scouts" had a bad time
of it. There were not only the
throngs
of men in the hall and in the over
flow meetings, to daunt the souls of
these fearful machine adversaries.
There was not alone the character of
the men representatives of all class
es, which means no class, typical only
of square dealing citizenship
to give
the scouts food for reflection. There
were, too, pervading the gathering, a
snap, a ginger of applause, a vigor of
enthusiasm denoting a quality wortn
in itself ten thousand men.
For this dominating euality meant
that the Progressive parly moverm-n- t
was what its firt prononncers had believed it to be. The spirit
of the
meeting proved that the demand for
a new deal in politics, that should
be a i i! a re deal in governr.en "..line
irom the deepest convijtlori of the
It
Amrrxan people.
rated
that tlr. conviction was to: sporadic,
imbedded here and ther.i in the ci:i- zenry of that and the other commun
ity, but that it was a national convic
tion, a national inspiration, knowing
no division of party and section.
Men are brothers under their skin.
Great passions, like love of country,
to
zeal for humanity and devotion
principle, do not touch mankind in
All the Nation is kin by the:r
spots.
connecting bond.
The Progressive party, by its first
public expression in Kansas Cicy, has
deep
proved its source in these
springs of common manhood.

1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

KILLED IN PLAY.
Coldwater, Mich., July 13. About'
11 a. m. today James Hoyt, the

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.

DISCHARGES
RELIEVED IN j

24 HOURS
J
Kach Cap- sule hears (M1DY-5
the ii:iiik'
Bttrtireqf counh'rfnh
Al.t. DUl'llGISTS j

liquidating sales, chiefly by holders of
Saturday
lard. Karly sales ranged
below Septemnight's level to V:

for pork:
ber options IS. (12
for
in.co tor lard and 10. 10 to I'll 2
ribs.
KANSAS CITY.
Kansas City, July 15. Cattle, receipts !),000 including uoOO southerns
Market, steady to strong. Native steers

southern steers
C.5()(fii).(i(i;
southern cows and heifers
native cows and heifers

4.50ffi7.1-'i-

Mexico.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
Frutoso Gaiiegos, of Cerrillos, New
June 10, 1912. Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
Register.
on June S, 1007, made homestead en7
No.
A
FOR
lots
and
SALE
115SS,
and
for
lot of second nana
try,
half of southeast quarter, sec- belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafttion 0. township 13 north, range !,' ing; one 12 horse power and one 22
east, New Mexico meridian, has filed horse power Leffel Engine, :lrst cla.
notice of intention
to make final condition; one 40 horse power locoproof, to establish claim to the land motive type boiler capable of carrying
ibove described, before the Register 75 pounds of steam,
;J upon by"
and Receiver of the V. S. land office, Boiler Insjiector;
radiators, steanj
iit Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 18th
piping and valves; a f,o gallon gasoday of July, 1012.
line tank, with other sundry items.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Any of these items will be sold cheap
Noverto d. Torres, of Kennedy, New if taken at once. If inty.jgte-.adMexico.
dress the New Mericiii Printing Con
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy, New pany, Santi Fe. Ne.T Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

'

;

li.OOfiii.oU;
;',.Wl! S.5tt;

bulls
and feedrs 4.2."iC.Sil;
calves 4.5fis.2o; western
steers tj.oVji S.75; western cows 3.23$?
sttK-ker-

MARKETS.

Rubber Stamps.

u.r,0fi5.75;
COO.

MONEY AND STOCKS.
New York, N. Y., July Vi. Call
to
money 2
prime paper 4
4
Mexican dollars
silver GO
tin 44.13
4S; copper lG.75(?t 17.12
?;44.n5; lead 4.C7
Amalgamated SI
sugar 127
Atchison
107
Great Northern
Y. Central 113
NorthllH
ern Pacific 119
Reading 102;
Southern Pacific 10S
I'nion Paci-fi(- .
;
lfi.3
steel
steel, pfd.

Hogs,

receipts

5.000.

Market

Bulk of sales 7.3".7.4r;
steady.
heavy 7. 40ff 7.13 ; packers and butchers 7.10(a7.30; light 7.o0(a 7.00. Pigs

4

WHEN YOU FWD YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REtHEMBER
A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A UREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER Sf AMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

CO0(f(C7j.

Market 10c.
Sheep, receipts 5,000.
lambs
Muttons a.00p4.0O;
lower.
and year0.00(1? 7.S5: range wethers
lings 4.00'fLi 3.5U ; range ewes 2.75
1.10.

ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, July 15 Wool steady.
Ill
Western mediums 2oi2i; fine meMETROPOLITAN.
CHICAGO STOCK.
diums 1S 1G.
3. S. Cusall, Denver.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Chicago, July 15 Cattle, receipts
J. H. Hartley, Buckman.
C,000.
W
Market
111., July 15.
to
shade
CLkao,
steady
highheat, July
Ed. Toffer, Antonito.
er.
Beeves C.GOSi 9.70; Texas steers 101; Sep!, flfi
J. A. Winans, Pueblo.
3.20017.35; western steers 0.007.75;
Corn, July 7:11-2- ;
Sept. CS fit
J. C. Thompson, Dawson. N. M.
stockers and feeders AMTi C.Z0; cows
Oats, July 43
Sept. iil
W. H. Palson, Sanford, Cal.
calves' G.OOffr
and heifers 2.G3(rS.00;
Pork, Sept. 1S.10.
9.00.
Lard, July 10.12
CORONADO.
Kibs, July 10.30.
Hogs,
35,000.
Market
receipts
Charles Patek, Pojoaque.
siow, n to 10c lower.
Light 7.13fT
Nent Sweeney, City.
DAIRY PRODUCTS.
7.02
mixed 7.05ff7.C2
heavy
James Dodson, City.
-fi
Elgin, ill., July 15. The quotation
6.90if .13. Pigs
rough
Pele Brown, London.
committee of the board of trade this
5.50 Hi 7.30. Bulk of sales 7.30T7.55.
Luke Duran, Anthony.
afternoon declared butter firm at 25c
Sheep,
Market
l(i,000.
receipts
Pablo G. Gonzales, Pecos.
a pound.
weak, generally 10c lower.
Native
A. A. Fisher, Pecos.
western
3.155.15;
3.40C5.15; yearPALACE.
WALL STREET.
lings 4. 15ffT 3.75. Lambs, native 4.00ft'
R. C. Van Schaack, Denver.
New York, July 15. Last Satur7.25; western 4.35(i?7.23.
C. T. Brown, Socorro.
day's bank statement which completeNEW YORK COTTON.
C. S. Bone. St. Louis.
ly corrected the unfavorable
condiNew York, July 15. Cotton spot,
F. Rhilyard, Denver.
tion of the preceding week, was helpclosed
quiet; Middling uplands 12:40. ful to imparling a strong tone to
Jno. Olsen, Denver.
Middling gulf 12.05; sales 500 bales.
Charles A. Spiess, Las Vegas.
stocks during today's early session.
CHICAGO GRAIN.
J.- M. Madrid, Trinidad.
.Most of the leaders were a point or
Chicago, July 15. Wheat declined more with what looked like accumu
M. S. Groves, City.
sharply today berause of cool weather lative buying. S'.eel, General ElecPage Otero, City.
northwest and favorable harvesting tric, Westinghouse, Amalgamated and
W. V. Jones, El Paso.
conditions in the southwest.
Lower Can all shared in the advance, while
Mrs. C. A. Spiess, Las Vegas.
temperatures in the Spring crop belt St. Paul, after early weakness made
Mrs. MeKcener, Chicago.
were looked upon as tending to safe- more than full recovery.
Mr. McKeener, Chicago.
Trading slackened in a marked
guard the growing grain from danger
Buell McKeener, Chicago.
of rust.
Talk of increased winter manner before noou. Bonds were
Mrs. S. Neustadt, Albuquerque.
receipts acted as a further help for steady.
Will Springer, Las Vegas.
St. Paul sold over 2 points above
the bears. The opening was 1c off
Harry Lorenzo, Las Vegas.
to
up.
September
started at its low level of last Saturday in the
Orrin Blood, Las Vegas.
99
to 100
a loss of
to lc late trading today, while other standMary Bruner, Arizona.
ard s'hares were inclined to harden,
and fell to 99
C. C. Todd, Elanca, Colorado.
The close was demoralized
with despite the increasing dullness.
Thos. White, City.
The market closed strong. Best
a loss of 441-S- .
Emil Tlfelder and family, City.
Sept. at 90
General selling in small lots car- prices were made in the last hour on
Miss Pearl Gallagher, City.
a minimum of operations.
ried down cor.1.
L. A. Gillett, City.
There v. ere
American Tobacco was the feature
advices
from
E. Knapple, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
crop
with less material gains in Snuff, Cato
Albert Barrett, St. Louis.
lower at nadian
September opened
Pacific, Colorado Fuel, and
C9 to 09
C. D. Prichard, City.
and dropped to OS
Mexican Petroleum.
The close was weak with SeptemM. B. Otero, City.
ber 1
n
Miss Grygla, City.
lower at G8(f?flR
COTTON WEAVERS GO
E. F. Coard and wife, City.
Oats eased off with cereals. SepON STRIKE TODAY.
J. J. Goutchey and wife, City.
to
tember started
Mrs. J. B. Hanna, City.
down at ::5 to 35
and descending (By Special Iensea Wire to New Mexican)
Dr. Small and family, City.
later to 34
New
Mass., July 15. OpePauline Ulfelder, Albuquerque.
Provisions weakened as a result of ratives Bedford,
in eleven cotton cloth mills in
W. S. Strickler, Albuquerque.
this city struck today to enforce the
Harry F. Lee, City.
demand of the weavers for the abHarris Walthall, El Paso.
ESTER
olishment of the grading lines system
J. C. McGough, Detroit.
ot wages.
The strikers gathered
LmllcMl Ankymir lrugglnl for
S.
J.
rr s Diuinmiu It rand
Smith, Los Angeles.
about the gates of the mills and made
I'flUin Kcd ami iioltl metallic'
Leslie Young, Chicago.
sealed with lilue Rilitmn.
txfs,
a noisy demonstration, but no vioI ttha no iitlM'F. liuv nr vmii
MONTEZUMA.
I'rustrM. Askf tM IIM in.TFIt3
lence was reported during the early
IHA.UOND If Nik I'll.U
B. McGanaham, St. Louis.
r'jr.
yeir-- known as Best, Safest, Always Keliai.lfc
hours.
J. M. Hunter, Thomasville. Tenn.
SOLD BV DRUfiGISTS EVERYVUHEUE
The corporations employ about
operatives, more than half of
whom struck. Abo.it 1200 operatives,
members of the Industrial Workers
'Ml. "JJip.w
mild! Uli M i,l,NM WrJnvJff.fl-jffr'o fthe World, have voted to declare
ft general strike.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

CS3-S-

PRICE LIST.

ILT

Inches knt
iSc
Stamp, not over 1
Each additional line on stamp
10c
One-lin- e
and not over 3
inches long. . 20c
Stasip, over 2
Each additions! line on tamp
15c
One-lin- e
and not over 5 laches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 laches hmg per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two Hues).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
over one-ha- lf
inch in nze, we charge for one line for each
one-ha- lf
inch or fraction.
One-lin-

1

e

-2

-2

-2

-2

lc

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date, for
Ledger Datter month, day and year in

-4

1

2
4

3--

15

4,

35

cts;
cts;

2 x 3 4, 25
3 -8 x 6, 60

j

cts ;
cts ;

2

25 cts;
2 x 7 2, 75 cts ;
AH colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts
per bottle.
3--

1-

4

1- -2,

1

--

1--

cts.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

x 9, 85

1- -4

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

opti-misit- c

S

HI l uine snots

S PILLS

CHiCH

IE

WE'RE

showing these days
style that is

rect and everything

A

13,-00- 0

1

LEADERS IN

SHOES
FOR
MEN,

Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.ih No. o
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
i eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 P. m. to connect with No. 7 westboun t and No. 4

cartful stenographers,
but many are unaware of
the need for good carbon
of the troubles
paper
poor copies may later
bring.
Be fortified against any
possible disadvantage occurring from the use of
wrong material. Take
advantage of the example
set by thousands of progressive business houses
and look into

laws.''

Returning, arrive at Santa F?, lliliO
cut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points shoui3 now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 at
heretofore.
Connection leaves Albu
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:21 E
a, m.

.1

I

is clean to handle ami

k4.

use it for 100 letters. Mention your name, firm's name (or school) and
dealer's name in writing for sample.
'
CTvnourntar. RlMuinc Runnntreri tothemnke 75.K10 anIm
J
wias uiuiu
letters
pressionsof
"c" without clot'iiins the type so as to show on the paper.

DJ

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING !CO.,pAGENTS,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

LL THIS WEEK we are
I

W

:

m

j

Men's Oxfords, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00
Women's Oxfords, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00

It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writln? out your legal form
when you can get them already print
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

Where
Quality

W--i
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that bopsts all of
the time and works for the upbuilding ot our new Stat,

going to give every
a
lady beautiful Gold Hat
Pin, and to the gentlemenja

handsome Watch Fob with
every purchase.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. a., connects wltb
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
from No. 3 east

1ST

LtWt., 16; Medium, 6; Billing,4

Write for Free Sample Sheet
-

SHOES here.

D. &
G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north

HARD FINISH

MuItiKopy,

the satisfaction they
have in buying their

p. m.

The following list names the varieues

REGULAR FINISH

MuIliKopy.lXWt., 20; Medium, 8; Billing, 6

Our moderate price
and choice SHOES
have made a host of
friends for us, who
will gladly testify to

westbound.

The inks (black, blue,

MwnKorv

CHILDREN

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. if

',-

purple, green and red) do not rub or blur.
Made in six varieties:
wonderfully long-liveand gives manifolding power of each :

AND

P. m.

'

and distinct.

WOMEN

eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35

ft.

The copies made are clean,

is good

WE ARE THE

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

OU have approved
ing systems, good
ritcrs, good paper

that

cor-

in shoes.

The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:

'1,

iq
1.S0,

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G

LOCAL TRAIN

I'

S0c
50c
35c
25c

1- -3

1- -8

TIME TABLE ALL

one-fift- h

men..

-2

inch
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Inch....
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch
Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector

4

CALL FOR BIDS.
Sealed proposals for the purchase of
$200,000.00 of the bonds of the State
cf New Mexico to be issued under authority of an act of the First State
Legislature of New Mexico entitled
'"An Act providing funds and making
appropriations for the first fiscal year
for the expenses of the executive, legislative and judicial departments for
the payment of interest on state indebtedness and sinking fund requirements thereof, to defray the expenses
of the educational, state and charitable institutions and hospitals and all
yther expenses
required by existing
laws of the State of New Mexico and
making appropriations for deficiencies in revenues of former fiscal
years which deficiencies were incurr
ed by the requirements of existing

Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the Tnarket effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.

I

URINARY!

!'

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.

Approved June 13, 1912.
Which said bonds are to be dated
the first day of July, 1912, and abso
lutely due and payable five years af- ter their date, interest payable semi
annually at the rate of six per cent
per annum, the interest for said per
iod to be evidenced by coupons attached to the said bonds, interest pay
able on the first days of September
and March, both principal and interest
payable at the office of the State
Treasurer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, the
one- said bonds to be redeemable
fifth each year, in serial number com
mencing with numDer one;
of said bonds to be redeemed on the
first of July, 1913.
The proposals should be addressed
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will
be publicly opened on Monday the 15th
day of July, 1912, at the hour of
twelve o'clock noon.
O. N. MARRON,
Treasurer of (he State of New Mexico,
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N EWS
GOLF TOURNAMENT
IS POSTPONED.

which was dropped by J. Anaya, C. it from one angle, because !u- drnws
Garcia, fanned, Ortiz was thrown out a fortune in through the hall park
trying to steal second, Marez flied out gates every season. But he's busting
to first. Xo runs. No hits
up the Tiger team just the samo. De- oeveum
inmiig, Lamy oonzaies troiti tliriee champion, doesn't look a
as luiunu uut on nrst,
uarcia to winner now -- and the reasin is Ty
F. Garcia, F. Anaya grounded out to
Cobb.
F. Garcia, Hanna
Carrillo
singled,
In" Tv'o mind thniA - " r, m,.Tlrn
"
J.
advancing Hanna,
Anaya that ne would fce a wonder in any
v,:
,
to Marez
luua, , una.
It is not mere confidence,
Banta Fe Baker doubled, J. Ortiz position.
connected with one of J. Anaya's of- but a sort of "I cannot fail if every
one else does."
ferings and sent the pill over the cen'
Cobb's ego resulted In the club
ter fielder's 'head for a round trip of
the circuit, scoring Baker ahead oi losing his service this spring. He
him, Griego fouled out to Carrillo, was assigned to a room that aid.'i't
Parsons, flied out to Hanna, Baca suit him, at a Chicago hotel, md
struck out. 2 runs, 2 hits.
after complaining that passing trails
Eighth. Inning, Lamy Chavez struck kept him awake and failing to get
out, Pino singled, reached second on a room that suited him, he left for
Marez' error, Schenck reached first Detrol!.
on a fielder's choice, Pino was thrown
The chances are Cobb could have
out trying to steal third and Schenck been suited, but Cobbis
s
apt to
caught pilfering second on a mand instead of request and this
double play Griego to Parsons to clerk had an
ego of his own. Cobb
jiarez. ino runs, l nit.
wanted Jennings to take the team
Santa Fe F. Garcia flied out to away from the
hotel, but the manager
Hanna, F. Ortiz flied to left, C. Gar- refused so Cobb left. The official excia walked, Marez thrown out on first,
is that Cobb wanted to conHanna to Chavez. No runs. No hits. planation
sult his physician. The truth is Cnbh
Ninth
Inning.
Lamy
Tudezque was wounded in the ego.
grounded out Parsons to F. Garcia
The dissatisfied
condition of the
Gonzalez reached first on a wild
.Detroit
is reflected
in the
players
throw by C. Garcia, F. Anaya fanned,
attitude of the Detroit fans.
That
Hanna hit an easy grounder to C.
old whoop and
spirit
Garcia which he promptly threw to
is missing and even Jennings' comthird and last man out. No runs. No edy fails to meet more than passing
applause
hits
But the owners
can't
consider
crnRF
Lamv
AB. R. H PO A E. setting rid of Cobb when they consider the gate receipts. San Fran4
Carrillo, c
cisco News.
4
J. Anaya, p
0
Ward, p
SUNDAY BASEBALL RESULTS.
3
Chavez, lb
NATIONAL.
4
P3no, ss. ...i
4
Schenck, 3b
Cincinnati 1, Philadelphia :
4
Tudezque, If
4
Chicago 6; Boston 5.
Gonzales, cf
St. Louis 3; New York 2. First
F. Anaya, rf.
game. St. Louis 4; New York 2.
Hanna, 2b. .
Second game.
No others scheduled.
2 10 24 7
35
Totals
I
AMERICAN.
White Sox .. . .AB. R. H. PO. A. 3.!
Cleveland 4; Philadelphia
3 0 0 1 0 0
F. Ortiz, rf
(One
C. Garcia, 3b
3 0 3 3 1 game).
WESTERN.
4 0 0 6 2
Marez, 2b
St. Joseph 1; Denver 4.
3 1 1 0 0
Baker, If
Omaha
3 2 2
0 0
J. Ortiz, ss
Topeka
Des Moines 5; Wichita 9.
3 0 0 11 6
Griego, c
ASSOCIATION.
3 0 1 1 3
Parsons, p
Kansas City 2; Louisville 3.
3 0 1 0 0
Baca, cf
Milwaukee 1; Indianapolis 10.
3 0 0 5 0
F. Garcia, 3b
Toledo
Minneapolis
St. Paul 12-Columbus
2S
3 5 27 14
Totals
At Pittsubrg (1st game) R. H. E.
Score by innings
R. H. E.

Flood in Denver Causes Members of
Association to Delay Games Which
Were Scheduled for Today.
By Special Leased Wlro to
Denver, Colo., July 15.
t.

;,

tpw

c

Mexican)

5r-

Play in the

mJUf

qualifying round of the Fourteenth
Annual tournament of the Western
Golf Association has been postponed
until tomorrow, according to an official announcement issued at 9 o'clock
today. The postponement was caused by the flooding of the Denver
country club grounds last night and
the destruction of a part of the
course. It is expected play will begin tomorrow on a shortened course
at the Denver country club or at the
Colorado

golf club.

SANTA FE WHITE SOX 3;
LAMY GRAYS 2.

Santa Fe Beats Lamy
Game of the Season.
'(By Daniel

in

the

Best

C. Ortiz.)

In the fastest and most interesting
game seen in Santa Fe this season,
yesterday afternoon at the college
grounds the White Sox defeated the
Lamy Grays by the close score of 3 to
2. The weather yesterday was ideal
end the small but enthusiastic crowd
Which witnessed the game were treat-ed to a beautiful exhibition of the
national pastime. The White Sox had
their "steam roller" working so
smoothly disposing of the Lamy batters so fast, that it reminded one of
the Taft "steam roller" at the recent national convention. Bill Parsons who was in the box for the locals was in good form and pitched a
masterly and effective game. He had
the Lamy batters at his mercy, and
had only one bad inning, wfhich was
the fifth, after that he steadied down
and never was in danger. Paul Griego
the St. Michael's college catcher was
behind the bat receiving Parsons' fast
curves, and played a clever and
beautiful game accepting seventeen
chances without an error, catching
two difficult fouls, in the fourth with
two out and one man on base he
caught a difficult high foul which
brought the crowd to their feet, cheering him. Anaya for the visitors also
pitched good ball, but in the eighth
he weakened and retired In favor of
Ward. The features of the game
were the batting and base stealing of
2 10 1
000 020 00
J. Ortiz, the catching of Griego, and!1'31"?
4
3
000 010 20
the fielding of Hanna. Joe Berardi-xielli- , White Sox
Batteries: Anaya, Ward and Carillo,
the Salmon Gray's catdher, yesterday handled the indicator, and gave Parsons and Griego.
general satisfaction to the players as Two base hits: Gonzales, Tudezque,
well as to the crowd (who usually Parsons, Baker: three base hit, Baca:
like to roast the umpire). He had sev- home run, J. Ortiz; stolen bases, J.
eral hard decisions to make, as the Ortiz (2), Mares, J. Anaya, Gonzales:
score was very close but he showed left on bases, Lamy 6; Santa Fe 3;
The Lamy players first on errors, Lamy 3; Santa Fe 1:
good judgment.
deserve credit for the way th r
play, Griego to Parsons to
fcaved on and off the grounds,
they Marez; struck out, by Anaya (Baca
are all gentlemen and are always- weI-.2- ,
C. Garcia 2, F. Ortiz 1) 5, by Parcome in the Capital City.
sons (Chavez 2, Carrillo 1, J. Anaya
The attendance yesterday was not'l. Pino 1. Sclhenck 1. F. Anava 1. Han- as large as it should have been, only r.a 1) 8, by Ward 0. Pitching record
a fair crowd being present, and among ' Off Anaya 5 hits and 3 runs in seven
them being the "glooms" who were innings; off Ward 0 runs and 0 hits
lu full sway rooting for the visitors it- one inning. First on balls Off
and knocking the home boys.
Anaya 1, off Ward 1, off Parsons 1.
Time of game, 1:25.
The White Sox are trying to arVmpire, J. Berardinelli.
range a game with Bernalillo or AlScorer, Daniel C. Ortiz.
buquerque for next Sunday.
The story of yesterday's game folBASEBALL.
lows:
Quite a number of minor leagues
First inning. Lamy Carrillo sin have "hit the, chutes" this season owgled, but was thrown out trying to ing to lack of attendance. Among the
steal second, Anaya fouled out to changes that have taken place in the
Griego, Chavez singled but also was minor organizations are the
thrown out trying to steal second.
No runs, 2 hits.
League-Lynch- burg
and
Virginia
Santa Fe F. Ortiz walked, C. Gar- iaiiviuw uiuiipfu lrum circuit.
cia fanned and in the meantime OrConnecticut League New Britain
tiz was thrown out at second. Marez team transferred to Waterbury.
hit an easy fly to first wbioh was well
Ohio and Pennsylvania League
handled. No runs, no hits.
New Castle and Connellsville
dropSecond Inning, Lamy Pino flied
from circuit.
out to Marez, Schenck fouled to Grie- ped
team
League Altoona
go, Tudezque hit a long fly to F. Orto Reading;
transferred
Lancaster
tiz for the third out. No runs. No hits. team
to Atlantic City.
Santa Fe Baker went out, Pino to Ohiotransferred
Interstate League Disbanded.
Chavez, J. Ortiz flied out to center,
Cotton States Leagues New Orfind Griego l it a long fly to right
which was caaght by F. Anaya. No leans team transferred to Yazoo City;
Hattiesburg team transferred to Yaruns. No hits.
Third Inning. Lamy Golzales sin- zoo City; Hattiesburg team transfergled, stole secot.1 and was put out at red to Columbus.
League Greenthird, F. Anaya died. Marez to F. Garville and McKinley dropped from
cia. No runs. No hits.
Santa Fe Parsons hit a long ihit circuit.
New
between center and right for three
League
tases, Baca struck out, F. Garcia out,
Oklahoma State League Oklahoma
second to first, F. Ortiz struck out and
Parsons was left on third. No runs. City and Anadarko dropped from cir1

MONDAY,

JULY 15, 1912.

enough to stop Albert.
It is possible that when Ad Is
through with the ring, he is likely to
become a lightweight champion in the
business world. I happen to know
that he and Mrs. Wolgast have all
sorts of interesting plans for the time
when Ad h?s retired. Certainly, it is
his first duty to see to it that he does
not wreck his health before that
time comes.

ize the life of the Pueblos as it opens eastbound
FOR SALE A lot of second hand
the door to those things, other than
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35 belting, hangers, pulleys, and shait-inone 12 horso power end one 22
political, that have been denied them p. m.
horse power Leffel Engine, arst clasa
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to co
hitherto, under the law.
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. ? condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
westbound.
HIKE TABLE ALL
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11:20 75 pounds of steam, pagvj upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
LOCAL TRAIN p. m.
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gasocut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
line tank, with other sundry items.
The following are the time table, and Pecos Valley
now
shouil
points
of these items will be sold cheap
of the local railroads:
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as Any
at once. If inter.jgteil. adtaken
if
Connection leaves 'Albu
heretofore.
dress the New Merle i'i Printing Con
San Francisco, Cal., July 15. While
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:20
Leave
the sporting world has eyes in the
pany, Santa Fe. New Meiico.
a. m.
direction of a ret Mm match between
8:10 a. m., to connect wth No. a
It will not pay you to waste your
lightweight champion Ad Wolgast westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
D. & h. G. Ry.
tiem writing out your legal form
and Joe Rivers, local followers
are
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
when you can get them already pHnt
carefully watching the stock quota- p. m. .,
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
ed at the New Mexican Printing
'
tions of Willie Ritchie, the San FranLeave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
Company.
cisco boy whose twenty round draw connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
with Freddie Welsh in Los Angeles,
eastbound.
Leave 12:45 p. ai.,' connects "with
Subscribe jfor the . Santa Fe New
and sensational four round bout with
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. m No. 4 east and 1 south and west,.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
Joe
and
over
here
Wolgast
victory
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
the time and ' Works for the upbuildMandott in New Orleans, have made nect with No. 7 westbounl and No. 4 from No. 3 east.
of our new state.
ing
him a serious contender in the strugfrom
gle to wrest the championship
the Cadillac fighter. Offers of match-

g;

es come to Ritchie in every mail, but
of Promoter Jimmy
Coffroth he will not make any engagements until he has had a conference with Tom Jones,
manager of
Wolgast, about a match with the
champion in this city on September 9".
He has been asked to fight Dick
at Tacoma on Labor Day.

at the suggestion

YOUE SALESMAN" may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in

Hy-lan- d

to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND
.

Jack Johnson only received $21,000
for his share of the prize fight with
Jim Flynn and Jim got $6,000 and a
from Jack
big racing automobile
Curley

for his licking.

Fiynn-Johnso-

TO

BRING YOU

BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

Curley now

has the fever for Europe and is thinking of taking Flynn over there to
fiht anybody. It is a cinch that if jim
ever fights in England that he
will not go many rounds
without

being disqualified for foul work. Had
the
fight taken place
in the National Sporting Club in London it would have hardly gone two
rounds.
They have little of such
dirty work.
Ad Wolgast and Joe Rivers will
probably not fight on Labor Day, after
all. Ad admitted as much last night
in an interview with a Times reporter. "I read in the papers every morning all the details of the fight I am to
have with Joe Rivers on Labor Day,"
he said, "but I don't know anything
about such a fight. I have a number
of splendid offers for Labor Day. I
don't know which I will accept."
"Among the offers that Wolgast Is
considering are with Joe Mandot in
either New Orleans or Memphis (offers from both places); wir Willie
Ritchie in San Francisco, and half a
dozen short round sessions in Philadelphia. A number of general propositions for big purses for fights in
4
12
1
Pittsburg
various places have been sent to Ad,
3 s 0
Brooklyn
the opponent not being named.
Battery: Robinson and Gibson; AlSooner or later, the champion exlen Curtis and Miller.
to fight Rivers again; but it
pects
AMERICAN.
can be stated almost to a definite cerR. H. E.
Washington
the fight will not take
2 10 0 tainty that
Washington
on Labor Day.
4 10
2 place
Chicago
There is no use kidding him or ourBatteries: Groome, Pelty and
;
White, Walsh and Sullivan, selves about it: Ad Wolgast is a sick
Kuhn.
boy. He got through
that Rivers
Boston
R. H. E. fight on sheer nerve and courage. I
Boston
4 6 2 thought it was a pitiful performance
Detroit
6 10 4 Jto see him forcing his convalescent
Batteries: Hall, Bedient, Wood and Doay to this terrible test. He needs
a complete rest not a gasp or two
vaay; works, Duuuc and Stanage
New York
R. H. E. of breath between
fights.
New York
5 6 1
Ad's whole life isn't going to end
St. Louis
3 9 2
with
Batteries: Ford and Sweeney, Pow- the this fight. He has to consider
future when he and his charming
ell, Adams and Stephens.
little wife are living out here in CaliNATIONAL.
fornia as quiet citizens. Wrolgast has
Cincinnati.
R, H. E. a
remarkable mind and when he gets
Cincinnati
1 7 1
San Francisco, July 15. Ad Wol2 8 0
Philadelphia
Batteries: Fromme and McLean, gast and Joe Rivers may settle tlheir
fist dispute in San Francisco. This
Rixey and Killifer.
is the result of an offer offered
St. Louis.
by
R. H. E.
James Coffroth, San Francisco proStLouis
10 15 3
to Wolgast's
Tom
New York
manager,
6 10 2 moter,
Batteries: Sollee, Geyer, Willis and Jones, today. Coffroth has promised
a big purse but refuses to state its
Wingo; Ames, Crandall and Meyer.
exact size. Jones has agreed that the
NATIONAL,
Boston at Chicago, clear, 3 p. ra. lightweight champion shall make final
New York at St. Louis, clear 3:15 answer to the proposition the latter
part of this week. Tom O'Day, who
P. m.
staged the bout with
Nelson
at
Philadelphia
Cincinnati,
clear, when Wolgast won theBattling
Championship
3 p. m.
is also bidding for the Wolgast-Riv-er- s
Brooklyn at Pittsburg, two games,
bout, and Sacramento, Cal., has
cloudy, 2 and 4 p. nr.
come through with an offer of $20,000.
AMERICAN.
Chicago, July 15. Jack Johnson is
St. Louis at New York, cloudy, 4 today an
saloon
P. m.
keeper, or as they say in Chicago,
Detroit at Boston, 3:15 p. m.
owner of a "cafe.'' Located in the
Cleveland at Philadelphia, cloudy, heart of the black
belt, the streets
3:45 p. m.
around the champion's resort were
Chicago at Washington,
black
clear, 3:30 literally
with people last nigiht
P. m.
at the formal opening. There are said
to be 120,000 negroes in Chicago and
ASSOCIATION.
Indianapolis at Milwaukee, cloudy, large numbers visited the new cafe
3 p. m.
opening night. The champion, fresh
Louisville at TCnnsna CHv 9 n r from Las Vegas, personally did the
'
honors.
m.
Toledo at Minneapolis, cloudy, 3 p.
1 hit.
cuit.
m.
INDIANS ARE CITIZENS.
Fourth Inning, Lamy Carrillo fan-reMinny League Disbanded.
Columbus at Minneapolis, cloudy, 3
The recent exhaustive and very
J. Anaya singled, stole second,
p. m.
important decision handed down by
Chavez fanned, and Pino hit a high
Philadelphia, Pa., July 15. Dan
AMERICAN.
Judge Pope is far reaching from a
foul which was caught by Griego after Murphy,
veteran outfielder of the
T?
At Philadelphia
w v. political standpoint as well as from
run.
a long
No runs, 1 hit.
Athletics and one of the heaviest PhiladelDhia
7 s n the standpoint of
'
establishing finally
'
Santa Fe C. Garcia flied out to hitters of the team will be lost to
Cleveland
0 7 0 the status of the Pueblo Indians
as
Pino, Marez out to J. Anaya to Cha the world's champions for the rest
citizens
Brown
'and'Lapp';"
of
the United States.
Battery:
The
Brapp,
vez, Baker hit a sharp grounder along u. iuC n.suu.
e imo a uau
steen and O'Neill, Easterly.
Indian population of New Mexico, of
the first base line and was put out by ui
waier on me miee auu me injury
the Pueblo tribes, is from 4,000 to
Chavez. No runs. No hits.
so far has refused to yield to treatFISTIC ARENA.
That, in the opinion of lawyers
Fifth Inning, Lamy Schenck hit a ment.
Mack is somewhat worried
Things are a little dull in the local who have investigated the question in
fcard grounder which J. Ortiz fumbled,
although his present outfield
trio, fight game, but
will liven up all its bearings, gives to New Mexico
Tudezque doubled advancing Schenck L.ora, uidnng and Strunk, Is doing soon. EI Paso is they
a central point and two congressmen to be chosen the
10 tnira, uonzaies
doubled scoring well.
nature, coupled with the United States coming fall instead of one, and thus
Schenck and Tudezque, Gonzales was
TY COBB.
government, has situated it very i3 the political situation made
thrown out at third, F. Anaya reachdoubly
Ty Cobb is so stuck on himself close to New Mexico. New Mexico interesting, and a wider field
ed first on a fielder's choice, Hanna
open for
allows
he
that
thinks he can play any
prizefights. The deduction is the entrance of aspiring statesmen,
singled, Carrillo hit to center which
J!
simple.
who are turning longing eyes on the
was missed by Baca, Hanna taking position on the Detroit ball club, v
Alberto Falzer Is not only eager
He wants to play away from J the
congressional chairs now occupied by
second, and Anaya third, Carrillo
here made a bone head play, trying to outfield so he can "show up" his Eni anxious, but actually frantic for Curry and Fergusson.
too.
teammates. And the trouble is he the privilege of knocking the ink out both parties will have to Now,
Co to second when it was
occupied is
all
begin
of
Artha.
And Artha is willing
Ln
so good he can get away with it.
over new and initiate a bran new eleand was consequently put out, J. Anafor
Palzer
met
3(.000.
the
The
result
is
rest
of
the
champ
the
Tigers while the
into the political arena.
ya fanned making the third out. 2
Just
Iatter was headed for Chi- - ment
are sore and the team is like
aj
how the Pueblos will receive this
runs, 3 hits.
and
a
had
lon&
wow.
cag0
they
new and unexpected
Santa Fe J. Ortiz singled, stole boiling teakettle with the spout plug- - Johnson agreeing to scrap a Pw
honor which
finish bat- been suddenly thrust upon them,
has
second and third, Griego flied out to gea.
roun(ls-season
This
Cobb
!puIated,
has been making
is difficult to determine, but it
first, Parsons filed out to short, Baca
1.
evening!
at
habit, in nraetic of tHavin
makes a radical change in political
tripled scoring J. Ortiz, F. Garcia
v
111
19 kMCLI.Y UU11
e"
At first he "shows
grounded out to first. 1 run, 2 hits. first or pitching.
New York just at present.
About conditions If the newly declared citithe regular first the only
Sixth Inning, Lamy Chavez walk- up" Del Galnor
to take an
big fight talked of is the zens show a disposition
with
ease.
In the box he
ed, Pino struck out, Schenck followed sacker,
active part.
The future campaign
that breaks like a
a
suit, and Tudezque hit a fast ground- throws a spit-ba-w .1
a gwu UJ6 filial- - ers may be greatly enlivened by this
..uui-er which was stopped by Parsons, real hurricane.
ontee. There would not be much to acquisition and a new style of enterSic Temper Tyrannus Cobb is the thn fipht. fnr altfcrkiifrh
putting Tudezque out on first. No
Mr,tw l tainment at political meetings may
best ball player in the world.
runs. No hits.
He touted as a hows for hl work with come into voguet
J
Santa Fe F. Ortiz hit an easy fly gets 7,000 a year and he's woah Carl Morris, he is not
The effect will tend to revolution- yet hopia

the NEW MEXICAN speaks

BUY,

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertisements in it3 local papers.

n

It is a BUSINESS
vertising pays. That

MAXIM universally accepted
is, if it is done right.

that

ad-

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
suar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and

i

you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for
load lots.

car-

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

1

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New, Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
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THE SANTA FE SEW MEXICAN, SANTA

UNITED STATES BANK

Just received
bricks lor your

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Banting Bnsiness

Does a General

H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

Incorporated

Established I856

1903

Col- -

Beautiful Patterns in all
nr all at Wni.rinwn Prices.

V,

SURETY BONDS

W

B

i

f
N

i
i
1!

5'

Phone 36.

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico119 San Francisco St.,

.flXJ!

SELIGMAN

Beginning Friday, June

THE

TAUPERT,

8

H. C. YONTZ,

FOR SALE

NEW MEXICO.

I

July

Quick Returns!

J

Preserving.

Let us have your order

for full crate cr more three
days before wanted. The
only way to get what you
want and have them nice

A. K. SINGER, CHIROPODIST.
Here from ALBUQUREQUE for a few days.
Former Assistant and Successor to DR. H. L. POST.

MONTEZUMA

I
J
H

S

STiS0 at PPuI

Appoint-

CORRICK'S HACK LINE
'

:::

and Saddle Horses.
THEODORE

Phone Black 9.

irom rage One.

INSURANCE

under ditch. 600 fruit
trees, small fruits. Present owner must
health. Inquire
owing to

LEONARD,

Tel.?

City Property and Loans.

W

26-- 4

J

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

Vegetable

HACK SERVICE f
Price-Bug- gies

Continued

Sixty

MAYES

today in department 12 of the superior court before Judge Cabaniss.
and fresh and the right The trial was continued indefinitely.
REAL ESTATE
It was concluded that Franklin had
price.
gone to Salt Lake City on business.
Johnson testified that he had acted
an intermediary between
Bert
Our
City Froperty, Farms,
Line Is as
Franklin and the district attorney's
Ranches, Orchards,
office, witto the view of getting ImLand Grants, Etc
munity for Franklin. The witness
Always Complete.
said he had gone to Assistant District Attorney Ford at the request of
We Have Our First Arrival of
Franklin to ask for a continuance of
the latter's case so that Franklin could
CANTAIftllPFS
a
w
i
M4t
locate the man who hail given him
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine. the alleged bribe money.
"I reported to Franklin," said the
Of All
lawyer, "that I talked to Ford and
that he refused to continue the case;
there would be a grand jury sesH.
KAUNE
GO. tfcat
sion the following Monday and that Telephone 194 W., Room U
If Franklin desired to make a full, op
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
confession. Ford would
Where Prices are Lowest en andto free
him-I a?so told Frank'i.i
listed
for Safe Quality
tbat Ford said be took no stock In SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO.

r
FIRST-CLAS-

DARROW VICTORY MARKS
THIRD MONTH.

and

at

TOE NAILS

5ANTA FE, N. M.

HOTEL,

McCONVERY,

BLACKBERRIES

Dispensing Optician,

Treated Without Pain or Danger of Infection.
ments Made to Call at the House.

21,

FURNITURE

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

and INGROWING

A

Cfcp-tai-

H 5.

Why Walt ?

BUNIONS

A

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

Day or Night Phone, IJO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,

CORNS,

A

it

SWEET PEAS

-

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

Accurate Work

A

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

k RISING,

E. LAS VEGAS,

A

CARPETS

-.-

JAMES

66-6-

A

contemplate purchasing a residence it
will pay
to enquire as to

REAL ESTATE

ss

License Numbers,

rl

HOMES

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have everyInvestments.
thing in the line of First-Cla-

MULLIGAN

wirv

fciuDKUIIItKltS

T

V.

INSURANCE
I

Including Plain and Fancy Lawns, Batistes,
Mercerized Foulards, Parasols, etc.

ADOLF

4 I

:

this month

-

it

COMPANY

O. Box, 219

GOEBELS.
west. A second auto from the Mead-cCharles Patek was in from Pojoa- ON ALL OUR STOCK OF SUMMER GOODS
burg contained Will Springer,
que today.
Harry Lorenzo and Orrin Blood.
of
Edward Toffer of Antonito was ln
Harris Walthall, a prominent atthe city Sunday.
torney of E! Paso, is in the city toJ. H. Hartley was up from Buck-ma- day on matters connected with the
over Sunday.
LINDHARDT,
state land office.
COMPARE PRICES AND YOU WILL BUY HERE
D. D. Draper of Albuquerque is a
It's a
Weekly at the Elks
125 Palace Ave.
visitor in Santa Fe.
tonight.
SFE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.
C. C. Todd was here from Blanca.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Eaton left for
'cock
the
and
bull
Colorado, yesterday.
about
the
Denver
story'
yesterday morning where
C. S. Hayden, well known Albuquer-quean- ,
the
Mr. u.vsterious man who gave him
locate.
they will probably
is in Santa Fe today.
Eaton has been a partner of Frank $H,0(ifl: that Ford said they were getEmmitt Wirt of Dulce, N. II., was Andrews in the Plaza Market for the ting more evidence every day and that
an over Sunday visitor here.
they had enough evidence to send
past six months.
Darrow
Ice cream pure and delicious. Served
Panadora's Box, a comedy by Vita- - the aid to the penitentiary without
of Franklin.
at our fountain in any way you want it. graph. Its at the Elks
tonight.
Or delivered to your home. Zook's.
"Franklin told me at that time that
Mrs. J. R. Skidmore, who has been
J. C. Thompson of Davidson, N. M. ill for some time at St.
Vincent's neither Darrow nor Davis had given
toim the bribe money.
was a Santa Fe visitor yesterday.
He insisted
after
an operaTTK
hospital,
undergoing
H
V nr m
C. T. Brown, well known mining
that the man who gave him the monfirst of the
tion, returned home-thwas
man of Socorro, is in the city today.
a
small dark man whose name
week and is rapidly recovering. Ra- ey
he did not know, but with whom he
A. A. Fisher and Pablo Gonzales
ton Range.
had several meetings."
were down from the Pecos
yesterIhe hunset Gun a great War Dance
On cross examination, Johnson tes
day.
Its at Ihe Elk's tonight. tified that Franklin had said to him
Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas and by Edison.
, when he told of the district
Judge and Mrs. Kinder from
Mrs. Spiess spent Sunday in Santa
BEAUTIFUL, STYLISH, SERVICABLE.
attorney's
Texas', and their family, with terms: "Yes, 1 know I'm expected to
Fe.
.Mr. and Mrs. Ware and family
and" say that Darrow did it."
Born yesterday afternoon to Mr. and
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Mrs. W. F. Brogan of Santa Fe. a Mr. T'nger, reached the Valley ranch
yesterday. The party, with two ma- NATIONAL GUARD
daughter.
OFFICERS TO CAMP.
Do your light cooking by Electric- chines, have been out for several days
on a motor trip and are so much
ity, it is safer. People's' Electric
pleased with the upper Pecos that Twenty Are Ordered to Las Vegas by
DOT GOODS
GO.
Supply Co.
Adjutant General Brookes for Inthe tlu-- have decided to remain here for
Mary Brunei- passed through
structions
Men.
by
of their vacation,
Army
city yesterday en route to her home a. the balance
the latter part of this mourn
Douglas, Ariz.
Twenty officers of the First Infan
Mr. G. A. M. Wellson, Albuquerque,
M. Hunter of Thomasville,
Ten.National Guard of New Mexico
nessee is enjoying the wonderful San- Mr. D. M. Dewey, Wauwatosa.
Wis., try
and H. H. Alimrt.Twin Lakes, Wis., left their various stations today for
ta Fe climate.
SPECIAL SALE OF
Las Vegas where they will go into
Sheriff Roberts of McKinley county arrived yesterday.
on
the
ride
range for instrucG. K. Shupe and J. J. Bangardner camp
and a deputy are in the city en route
tions by two army officers detailed by
to New York with a requisition for fi of Carson, Taos county, are in the city t'iie war
departments from San Antoday, the former to qualify as postprisoner.
tonio, Texas.
master
and
to
the
latter
have
seeking
Pauline Ulfelder who will visit relThose who went are: Colonel E. C.
extended on irrigation ditch
atives and friends here, was a guest time ...,11-itlliott,v Mninr
li J
lfe IV,
111C1U, .11.1..
...
Will. I1IV.IJ
n..
1
ft,,.
nnt--j
at the Palace yesterday. She is from
"uric me mrsuii
Arthur Bail, Major S. A. Miliken,
jor
is located.
Albuquerque.
Captain Frank W. Thompson,
AT REDUCED PRICES
Miss Pirkey of Cowles, N. M., has
T. D. Godson, who fled from Juarez,
William A. Tenny. Jr., Captain
received
the sad intelligence of tli'e Domingo Pacheco, Captain Bertram
U in the city.
Conditions in Juarez
Oval K. Hunter, Captain T. .1. Molinari, Capnow, are iot conductive to steady death of lier father, Professor
Pirkey of St. Louis, Mo. Professo" tain Norman L. King, Captain Frank
residence there.
R.
Charles
Benjamin Spears and H. S. Spears Pirkey yas president of Christian Un- C. BUinilein, Captain
A Well Selected Stock to Please
or Stanley are here having brought iversity of Canton, Mo., for a number Echols, Captain Charles D. Church.
Every Taste
and Every Purse.
Mrs. Spears here to St. Vincent's sani- of years, and was a writer of note. Captain P. E. Dessauer, First Lieuten
ant James Baca; First Lieuienant J.
Change of program at the Elks
tarium for surgical attention.
B. Prhldy, First Lieutenant Albert E.
AKERS-WAGNE- R
It is a fact, and a matter of pride
CO.
Hay ward; Second Lieutenant J. G.
with us that we sell strictly high
Second
Hoer-ing- ,
OFFICIALS
SEEK
E.
J.
Tyson,
CAUSE
Lieutenant
asSAN
a
We
received
FRANCISCO
fresh
grade candy.
STREET.
Second Lieutenant James H.
OF WRECK.
sortment today. Zook's.
second
W.
P.
Lieutenant
Visitors here from the Pecos today
Hauser.
(Continued from Page One.)
teport that the only person on the
Colonel E. C. Abbott, 1st infantry,
upper river who is catching any fish,
will command the camp. The senior
is Willie Goebel. He is breaking the covery.
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
Twelve of the injured were taken officer of the regular army will have
record and setting a new pace.
of
the
to
of
offi
instruction
the St. Anthony de Padua hospi charge
the
W. G. Kelly has leased the Miller
cers.
We are offering
esidence opposite the Palace hotel tal and after careful examination
in the City, the
by
Major S. A. Milliken, medical corps
and will bring his family here from physicians announced that none had
for sale one of the
on Palfrontage
Kansas City for the summer. He de- suffered injuries which would be like will perform the duties of camp surmost complete
ace Avenue.
and
officer.
geon
ttoa
clares that Santa Fe climate is
sanitary
ly to cause death.
Of
the dead,
Captain Frank W. Thompson, quarIf you
best on earth.
three remained unidentified.
1st infantry, will perform
Speaker Baca and his daughters,
These were the bodies of two wom- termaster,
above of
you
the duties ofcommisthe Misses Mona and Anita Baca, en and one
The women were sary and mess quartermaster,
girl.
officer.
Albuweek's
end
in
the
siient
visiting
both of middle age and the giri about
querque. The young ladies were the 9 years old. A dual
inquiry will be
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
recipients of many social honors while made today in an effort to fix the IMPEACHING OF JUDGE
ARCHBALD IS FORMALLY
there and report an enjoyable visit.
blame for the wreck. One will be
LAID BEFORE THE SENATE.
The New Mexico Central broke all
made by Coroner Hoffman of Cook
its records last week when Mr. Goebel
ACCIDENT
LIABILITY
HEALTH
county, and the other by the Statu
(Continued from Page one)
placed a rush order with it for a shipCommission which will mee!
Railway
ment of heavy well drilling rope. The
in Chicago and go over the scene of
Representatives is exhibiting to the
railroad got the iope through
from the wreck
with officials of the road. senate of the Vnited States articles
St. Louis to Santa Fe in exactly six
The conduct of three person, one of of impeachment
against Robert W.
days.
which is dead, will be inquired into Archbald."
Now
on
M
B.
Read's
Sale
History
in an effort to fix the blame for the
Chairman Clayton proceeded with
Illustrated History of New Mexico, Just
from press, is now for sale and may wreck. The acts of George Brownson, the formal reading of the long docuthe
of
the
mail train who ment of
engineer
be ordered directly from the author,
impeachment with the deor through the New Mexican Printing was killed. Mrs. F. A. Wilcox, tower mand of the house of representatives
operator, and Flagman John Wood- that (he Judge be tried for "high
Company. Price $10.
W. S. Strickler, prominent bank- ruff of the Overland, are those to be crimes" and "misdemeanors" against
C.
and well questioned.
ing man of Albuquerque
the T'nited States.
Both Mrs. Wilcox aid Woodruff have
known in SantaFe, came in today to
The document accused Judge Arch-bal415 Palace Avenue
Phone. W 204.
::::
act as the local representative for a said they did their full duty the forof securing favors from those
mer by placing block signals and the
banking concern in New York durinterested in litigation by the comHe will latter by placing torpedoes. Only one merce court.
ing the state bond sale.
then leave for the coast to spend a thing has been definitely established
A resolution by Senator Clark of
regarding the cause of the wreck, Wyoming, to have the impeachment
month's vacation.
and
is
that
a
that dense fog played a referred to a select committee of five
Sale Agents in New Mexico for
"The Famous Cake Box Mixture." We big part in the disaster.
was adopted and Senator Gallinger,
Officials of the Chicago, Burlington
have it in four sizes. Zook's Pharmacy,
a:i president pro tempore, appointed
anu
Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
railroad
Wuincy
Mrs. McKeever, Mr. McKeever and
today began an Senators Uark, Nelson, Dillingham,
STERLING SILVER.
investigation at Aurora, of the wreck Bacon and Culberson.
Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
at western Springs, yesterday, which
The impeachment
will be again
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
.
resulted in the death of 13 persons. brought
as
the
tomorrow,
up
Gold
Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
A.
and
Mrs.
F.
KADNE
Wilcox, block signal opera senate rules provide for its considertor at Western Springs and the crew ation the
AND PRECIOUS STONES.
JEWELS
day after it is announced.
of the Denver train, into which
the The selected committee will provide
San Francisco ,
fast mail crashed, were first question- rules for the trial and
report to the
Reliable Jeweler
ed.
Street
senate tomorrow, when it will be deH. O. Crain, fireman of the fast mail termined whether
the trial is to proengine who was badly injured declar- ceed at once or go over until fall.
ed that his engineer, George Brown-son- ,
A postponement seems certain.
who was killed, was not at fault.
Representative Clayton gave notice
"The signals were set for a clear that the house reserved the
right to
track in tne block west of where we amend its articles of
impeachment or
struck. We heard the torpedoes and to make reply to any representations
Will be at their LOWEST Dnring
AT TESUQLE, FORMER
Brownson shut off steam and revers of
Judge Archbald and adduce
ed the engine.
We were too close
WELT-ME- R
Week Beginning
STROBER
to stop.
He died like a hero," said
RANCHES COM
Crain.
and Week
Positive identification was made toacres-we- ll
BINED.
day of the bodies of Mrs. G. W. TuOne-ha- lf
fenced.
dor, of Lacey, Ohio, and her daughter
Following Louise Adol Tudor,
four years old.
sell
Three bodies, two women and one litof
Advise
tle
poor
girl remain unidentified
at La
Buying
Wejtrongly
Grange.
for

IMS'

50c up
Dresses, 50c up
D. Underwear

Men's B. V.
at 40c Per Garment.
Porus Knit at 75c a Suit
Fine new line of Men's Knit Silk Ties,
50c
Regular 75c Values, for

P.

MILLINERY

Week of Special Values

Plain-view-

Children's Wash Suits,

IN

IN

i

STRIKE YOU ?

SE

Great Bargains1

Tl

Greatly Reduced Prices

LADIES' PARASOLS

PAGE FIVE

JULIUS H. GERDES

HOW DO THESE

Ctiilden's Summer

X.

MRS. W.

Your Patronage Solicited

W. E. GRIFFIN

Vegas

.

the balance

.

6. LAUGHLIN, President

daughter Buell of Chicago, are in Las
to
for the summer motored
Santa Fe Sunday, ate dinner here
and returned to Las Vejtas. They
a fresh lot of salt
the trip a delightful one an:i
reported
horse and cow at the scenery the finest in the south-

PERSONALS

TRUST CO.

&

Y,

m

9

Surely Bonds

VT

Kinds.

5.

CORRICK .Prop'r
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READ'S:

MATED

OF

NEW

BO

The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the details of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large

T1A A A

iPIU.UU

readable type,

SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS, ETC.
THE HISTORY

OF EDUCATION

IN NEW MEXICO

the Important Part that Education Meant to the Settlement
and growth of Our State. By Mr. Read, In a
pham- let, something that should be in every home In the State. Price,

A Concise Hi tory of

)c
09

paper-boun-

author,

at the New

fonh

Mexican office, or address
BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

Leave your orders

1

the

I

PACE SIX

THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE.

SANTA PE NEW MEXICAN

il.

The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING

COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW,
and Industrial News. Goes to Every
aices Specialty of Mining, Political
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO WEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States, $2.50
a Year.
President
ERONSON CUTTING
Editor
J WIGHT GIDDINGS
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

KtfW.

"

SiV.i

,

FIRST

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Ml,

..any,

jiyin-

Loans money on the most favorable terms on, all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

-

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
2.00
Weekly, per year
1.00
$2.r.O Weekly, six months
50
$1.23 Weekly, per quarter

reached Valley Ranch this morning yesterday with Judge
and Mrs.
en route from Santa Fe to Las Vegas, Hanna, the latter going further up on
while W. G. Ogle and Dr. Wm. P. the river for a few day's fishing.
Valley Ranch, X. M.,
Mr. Frank Crandall of Santa Fe
July 12, 1912. Mills drove over from Las Vegas,
A motor party in Mr. Hoskiu's car,
reaching here last night, and Mrs. M. made the big fish catch yesterday-consis- ting
of L. C. Hoskins,
M. S. Forter, Pueblo, Colo., and Miss Julia thirty-onnine inches or better, in
Stern, J. Stern and F. B. Truder R Mulford, Bridgeton, X. J. came in two hours.

$.".no

A correspondent to an eastern paper,
writing for Taft and his policies
"All talk of the rights of the people becomes mere twaddle, in the
says:
a
rather
startling light of their action." That's it.
Senator William Alden Smith
Therein is expressed the view of the
statement in a speech favoring the unseating of Lorimer last week. In ans
standpatters. The "rights of the people is twaddle talk. The rights of
the
Lorimer
a
made
advocate,
Senator
some
remarks
pro
by
Jones,
wering
none but the bosses are worthy of consideration in the minds of those
Michigan Senator declared:
who favor a continuation of the old regime, only ordinarily, they do noc
a
worth
man's
to
is
tihat
it
from
senator
the
"I suggest
Washington
themselves in language quite so vivid as the eastern correspondlife in this chamber, politically if he opposes certain elements in it. I express
ent. They think but do not talk.
have run across that spirit from the time I entered here, and undismayed
by it, I propose to do my duty."
Women workers in
beet fields of Colorado left their babies in
That is the meat in the cocoanut.
That attempt of intolerant domi- the infant booths While the were
at work and some funny man mixed
they
nation is just what has given life, energy and stability to the great and them
clothes. The method of wise Solomon of old
their
up
by
changing
the
boss
to
The men who are attempting
growing progressive movement.
could have been invoked
I'nited States Senate are the same men who bossed tihe national com- Motherhood has remained in this instance and the question quickly settled.
about the same through all the ages. It is
mittee, that bossed the convention at Chicago, and whose satilites are cne of the
great and unchansPiiblp tilings in life.
The
and have been attempting to boss the various state organizations.
senate autocrats are Crane, Penrose, Callinger, Lippert, Root, Dillingham,
who is going to hold the babies while the women hold the offices ?''
and
Curtis and their followers. The condition has become intolerable,
The attempt to answer questions of that kind
that spirit of a desire to be released from the fast growing, arbitrary inquires an
and despotic rule which was expressed by Senator Smith regarding the are so unpleasantly suggestive to the average married man that he does
not like to see them in print, nor follow out the inevitable conclusion. He
Senate, has entered the hearts of the people in that broader field. the na- knows
only too well who will be the party who will hold the babies. He
irresistion, where it has grown into a force which will prove, eventually
will be it.
tible. The American
people have aroused themselves from this letharand have realized
suddenly
gy with which they have been encumbered
If our American boys don't look out they won't
leave
in
whither they have been drifting during the last few years and how the
anything
They seem to have taken everything, so far. It wasnt' very
bonds have been gradually bound about them by the agents of corporative Sweden.
influence who have been quietly assuming an absolute and despotic con- courteous to go over there and grab everything in the Olympic games.
trol.
At the sentiment growing in favor of the movement the standpat elejand the canine gave some fine stunts
ment has been grasping for some argument to stem tihe tide, some reason
in diving, seeming to enjoy the thing
THE BYSTANDER
to offer why the present conditions should not continue and the present
as much as anybody in the game. Of
IT
SEES
leaders let alone. They cry "dictator-- ; (hey shout "monarchy;" they
course, the cleanliness of the thing
Of course it
yell "despotism"; they wail a tendency toward revolution.
is an attractive part of a bath, but
is only a bogey cry and does not affright anyone. On the other hand is a
that is not the prime object of a
LEST
WE
FORGET.
dictator any less dangerous than an insolent set of bosses? Is a monarchy
The
Lieutenant Jacob Safford's death plunge in the lake or pond.
any less desirable than an oligarchy? Is the despotism of one any more
old
hole was never regardendurable than of a sefiah few? Is even revolution any more to be feared this morning, while not unexpected, ed inswimming
the light of a place for bodily
than the harsh bonds that make the many bear the burdens in the struggle came to all his friends with a genufor existence, that power, pleasure, profit may become centered and not en- ine shock, and with the thought of it purification, though it was that, but
comes the eternal question "What is rather as a place where came floatjoyed by all?
ing a breath from the Garden of
This is not a cry of the Socialist; not a movement to destroy, not it? Why is it?"
and to swim around, float on
Eden,
a desire to revolutionize.
a
We
all
remember
It is a demand only for the square deal;
"Jake," with his
tread water and dive, used
back,
your
to
a recognition of rights given by law. There is nothing
genial manner and pleasant face as
fear from the Progressive party. To those who have joined it, obedience he greeted the guests at the Palace to make a fellow feel that if heaven
to statute, patriotic devotion, belief in peaceful metihods is bred in the hotel during the legislative session, is like that he did not care when
he was called to go, for probably up
bone. It is born of a spirit to rebuild, to reorganize, to uphold the very and attended to their comforts.
He
doctrines that were enunciated in the great document which gave us birth was young; life before him gave j there he could go to the old swimhole as often as he pleased, and
promise of many years; there was ming
he would not have to be told to stay
to
he
give any forebodings;
naught
TO LAUGH
knew what we all know, that the end home and hoe the weeds out of the
Uncle Sam brought to the office of the Xew Mexican
ComPrinting
was to come sometime, but it did not "darned" old garden or mow the
pany on Saturday last the fo'lowing amusing communication:
lawn or go down to Aunt Lizzie's on
"Commenc- seem near. It is
simply the story of some
ing with the next issue of the Xew Mexican, you may discontinue
fool errand for the women folks,
our life, and though de.ith is
daily and
time card advertisement, and send hui for amount now due. We take this
a part of it, it does not be- when the boys were just going by the
hourly
action for the reason that this ad is so far from our rails that we doubt
come common and it is always felt house an yelling;, "Come on, we're
very much if it pays us to continue it."
with a certain shock. Yet we do not going over to the swimming hole."
The letter-heaupon which this rather droll and suggestive communilearn from it, most of us. We say: .o, it wasnt the bathing place, but
cation was typewritten, reads, in nent, commercial
"St. Louis, "Poor Jake.
hole, and no one
type:
He was a good fellow. the swimming
Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railway Company."
Too bad he's gone." For the time we thought of a cake of soap or a towel.
When the letter, by means of which a death dealing blow was eviIt was just a swim, a soak, a standing
really think a little about it; then
dently to be struck at the Xew Mexican for its temerity in taking a po- comes
around for a few minutes in the soft
whirl
the
and
bustle
of
everylitical position contrary to that of the political bosses who control para slipping on of a shirt on the
day life, and we emerge
from the breeze,
tially or are interested in, or in the employ of this powerful corporation,
body, we pulled it over
shadow
and forget. There
temporary
along whose rails thunder the commerce and thronging passenger traffic,
isn ot much more that can be said our heads then; the coat shirt wasn't
carried between Raton and I'te Park, Xew Mexico when the letter was about
in those primitive days,
this
and its connection thought of
read, the business manager giggled; the editor laughed; the linotypes with life. mystery
We know so little about and then the tramp home.
continued to click merrily; the make-umen proceeded with their labors the
It all came back when the quartette
relationship of the two, anyway.
and the Xew Mexican was published, as usual on Saturday afternoon.
But there are mighty few neonle in came into the restaurant last night
Now, Santa Fe is the oldest town in the United States. It has been this
no matter how they may acting like a lot of boys who had
established on the same site where it now stands for almost four centur- live world,
or what they may profess to found a new swimming place. There's
not
one
It is
ies.
jot farther from the rails of the Rocky Mountain and
who may not take a lesson nothing like it and no red blooded
Pacific railroad than is was when that railroad began business, but here's believe,
in life, what it is and how to live it. chap ever outgrows the sensation.
the rub: The Xew Mexican is no longer the organ of the bosses, and is
of a corporation-controlleopposed to the
president, William
HERE WE ARE AGAIN.
Howard Taft. The humorous little act, by
amusing little men is only an
It's about that street sprinkling
,
exemplification of the methods which has given the Progressive
matter. Xow if the reason of the disrt is the spirit of bossism. It is a determination to rule.
It is
graceful condition of the streets is
intolerance and lust for authority. It js selfishness, personified.
In large that there is no
money in the treasaffairs it is unbearable; in the present instance, it is to laugh.
ury that can be utilized for being deas a city and making it inviting
The nomination of Romero to succeed Foraker as I'nited Stales ma cent
HUSH!
to outsiders and agreeable to oursua. tor .New Mexico is of course, distinctly,. , intentinnsiiiv
One way not to keep cool is to
... ..... ...... ,
Li
, inrnot
selves,
divide
why
work
a
j
the
action of the little set of dictatorial bosses of Xew .Mexico, under whose little and
utilize some of our officials talk about the hot weather. Toledo
masterful and brilliant leadership tin- - majorities in this commonwealth, who are not
overburdened with work. Blade.
which once were rolled up for the Re ublican party have become
11
nothing,
the
exigencies of politics require
or have balanced up on the other side. It is one of those nominations'
KEEP COOL.
the present large police force, why
decided upon by a few men, in close caucus, behind doors
Swilh your order to buttermilk and
lockcarefully
can they not alternate the officers,
ed, where no citizen voter was allowed to enter, win re no advice was one
each
and let each officer keep cool. Chicago News.
fccught and none desired, where a stnte was made out, with no interests drive the day
water
wagon for a shift-se- ven
but
a
selfish
'ensidered,
interest, with no other intention than to
BEWARE.
police officers, seven days, one
en the hands and prolong the power of men who have had itstrengthall too every day, see how easy it is and
the mercury rise keeps
Watching
long and have proven their incompetency for leadership.
Secundino Ro- how nicely it would work out?
a good many men down. Philadelmero for I'nited States marshal! Is it a farce or a
the bosses
tragedy
would
be
overworked; the city phia Inquirer.
were staging? Whatever it was inUended to be, it was, in
a
reality the would not have to spend the money,
loosening of but another stone in the foundation of the temple of the boss- and
that seems to be the main objecSWEDEN'S JOLLY.
es' power.
tion to street sprinkling; the officers
Those Yon Yonsons and Ole
could wear their gold braid hats on
bane give our hoys gude hand
From Washington conies the news that Secretary Hilles is now on
the
as
wagon
well
as
on
the
just
at Stockholm, nil right, all right.
the job and is attempting to solve or dissolve the problems of Taft and
and
ground,
everything would work Philadelphia Inquirer.
Roosevelt electors. Mr. Hilles and h's assistants are
endeavoring to deeasily and artistically.
a
termine whether it is "best to oust tthe Progressive electors already nomi- economically,
But it does seem that this matter
nated," the dispatch says, "or run Taft electors as independent electors in
DON'T.
worth some attention and considvarious states."
Don't ask your friends if it is hot
eration, and there isn't any occasion
that
there should be any question about this. Oust. That's to
Strange
obstinate about it. It is a mat- enough.
It is; and you know it
the way. Get out the old steam roller nd put it in operation. The peo- ter get
that seriously effects the comfort without having to ask anyone. Philaple don't know what they want and tney liave no right to know or even of our citizens and
guests and the delphia Inquirer.
think. Haven't they got bosses to oC all that? Oust, of course Mr credit of the
city. It is a new deparHilles. The more you oust the more you will find out that the
people ture in city management and it must
POOR GREECE!
mean business: the more you will nu ke them
think; the more vou will be admitted that it is not a creditable
One Greek has won one Olympic
them
let
understand just what your leader, Taft, stands for, and by what departure. It is to be
hoped that the event.
The glory that was Greece
methods he hopes to win.
city government will pay some atten- appears to be
running a close second
tion to this
important matter. to the grandeur that was Rome.
Anotner scientist, endeavoring t o discover and nromulcate KnmotMno There is not truly
a thing about Santa Fe Cleveland
Plaindealer.
new is trying to make out that the Germans are
long lived because of that puts us in the back number class
the beer they drink, as that is the iiauonai Deverage. Hold on
and
so
gi.ves
poor an impression to
tWp
RIGHT.
Mr. Scientist. How about that Saner kraut? Sauerkraut, liko
emit mill.- - guests who come among us as the
If woman demands equal rights, let
contains certain
oust clouded streets which give a
percentage of lactic acid, which destroys the
her have them. The wife of a
germ lodging in the digestive organs
it is a case of one bacteria destroy- - daily discomfort.
Let's be at least,
N. Y., man has been sent
ing the other. It is, of course, of pri m.iry importance to keen the iliwctia decent.
to jail for beating him. Cleveland
organs healthy and sweet and pure German longevity of life, we opine is
Leader.
as largely dependent on the ill sra e:nng sauerkraut as on the mnitori
THE OLD SWIMMING HOLE.
beer.
It was like a breeze out of the past
DON'T TRY IT.
to see Bert Clancy, Charlie Catron,
The man who thinks it too hot to
Senator Bailey of Texas is recall ing the historic incidents that led
tin Gus Koch and Fletcher Catron, who live may also find it too hot to die.
to the French revolution.
He says that if the country changes as much b
just home from his studies in Committing suicide is a doubtful way
in the next thirty years as it has in the
past thirty, we will find our- - Chicago, for the summer vacation, as of cooling off. Buffalo News.
selves up against the same conditi on that confronted
the French mon- - they blew into the restaurant last
a
arch. If we read our political histor y
correctly, we do not recall Mr. night, having just come from a newTHINK
IT
OVER.
nai.ey of Texas doing anything to av ert any such conditions.
It is quite ly found bathing place which puts far
"You are always as cool as you
uKeiy mat tne Texas senator is not badly scared about things, anyway. into the
shade, the surf at Coronado feel," says the Pittsburg Gazette-Timeana is pretty well satisfied.
He cer tainly has got his financial share out beach or Atlantic City. The
The next question is, how
boys
tne
oi
political game.
spent most of the afternoon in the cool can you feel when you're hot?
delightful waters in the Hondo pond,
Cleveland Plaindealer.
,
A Senate l1rinrl.-nonen,-.- .
was suing witn a crazy "moon-fl- about seven miles out from town,
a
a
,; Africa. Cant we have alucfew
crates of moonfiies and let them bite where as they enthusiastically de- WHAT THE OTHER FESLL0WS888
ul Uur p.eaent alleged statesmen!? That moon fly must be a
lively clared, "the water is fifty feet deep
MATRIMONIAL.
bacillus Anyway no one has claimed the Colonel was
bitten by the in some places and clear as crystal."
The assertion that marriages are
sleepy sickness bug.
They had along Clancy's Ayrdale.J made in heaven reminds us that
of Michigan

HELLO GIRL'S QUICK WIT.

made

AS

Buffalo, X. Y., July 11. Quick work
by a Buffalo telephone girl got a
squad of police to the scene of an assault on a man and his wife and of an
attempted burglary and may have
prevented a murder.
Miss Lillian Hasselbeck, a night operator, had started to answer a call
from a
line.
"Police!" said a woman at the oth
er end, dropping the receiver, She
had been dragged from the telephone
by an intruder in her 'home and was
being beaten. Her husband, rushing
to her aid, a.s the police learned later,
was stabbed in the face and neck by
the blade of a chisel.
Miss Hasselbeck devoted her attention to the call. There was nothing
to show which telephone on the line
was open. From her records, however, Miss Hasselbeck quickly learned
that all four were near 842 Jefferson
street. Sihe telephoned an alarm and
in less than three minutes the police
auto patrol was on the scene.
four-part-
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BRIDE

X

READ.

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

t.

4t

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

!the palace!
8

C

s. A:

Detroit, July 15. Cupid came to
grief Thursday when Mr.' and Mrs.
C. L. Sullivan of Hudson, O., arrived
at the Ste. Claire hotel on a honey- moon trip.
After registering the
groom found that his "roll" of $C0 had
Xeither groom nor
disappeared.
bride could at first believe the money
was gone until a frantic search of
pockets and suit case made their
fears a certainty.
The pretty little bride broke down
and wept copiously upon her hus- band's shoulder while he threw a
protecting arm about her as he stood
inquiring from the clerk as to how
he could communicate with relatives.
Mr. Sullivan believes the money was
stolen while he dozed in a chair
aboard a steamer between here and
HERE'S

CHANCE.
15. The king of
Siani is searching for a good agricul- tural advisor to show the people ef
his country how to make farming prof- itable, according to information to the
department of agriculture here. This
official, it is said, will be virtually
a whole department of agriculture.
John C. Barnett, a young American
who has filled the position for several
years, desires to return to this coun-- i
try, hence the vacancy.
It will not pay you to waste your
writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company- -

time
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Proprietor;
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN FLAN.

(

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,

American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE

ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

A

Washington, July

A

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Cleveland.

i

J. 8.

President.

PALEN,

L. A. HUGHES,

WEPT,

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

UnBHHBBl

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day,i&, Night. Regular Meals 25c
Furnished rooms in connection.

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

222 San Francisco Street

d

::

Electric Lights

G. LL'PE

HERRERA,

Prop.

WHAT THE OTHER FELLOW HAS TO SAY

party-birth-
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old-ag- e
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OFFICERS.
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IT IS DANGEROUS

BANK

OF SANTA FE

I

Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postoflice.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Daily, per year, by mail
Daily, six months, by mail
Dai'y, per quarter, by mail

NATIONAL

y

Reno must he the other kind of place.
Washington Post.

: How

About That Fire Insurance? :

a

FINANCIAL.
There's a surplus in the federal
treasury again, some of it having
gone thither from the pockets ot
the ultimate consumer. Providence

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It !

Tribune.

THE

a v

PRAISE FOR CROW.
Notice by the Indiana Farmer that
the crow is not so black as painted,
being really a hardworking destroyer of farm pests.
It's very kind to
say this. Who'e lots of persons will
have to eat crow this fall. New York

Telegram.

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act!

COMPANY

E

GENERAL AGENTS,

SANTA FE, N. M.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

a a

FEMININE.
It is anounced that a New York
girl who has a fortune of $15,000,000
is going to become 'he bride of an
She must be another
American.
young lady who wishes to attract attention by doing something eccentric.
.
Chicago

FULLY PROTECTED ?

EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS,

PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO

PATTERNS,

Both Native and German town Wool Used.
Send for Price List.

Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
119 Don

Record-Herald-

Gaspar Avenue.

a a

HOW

FUNNY.

The vaudeville actress who says
the English don't know good comedy
is probably correct.
In London
they've only gotten far enough to
laugh at Chauncey Depew's jokes.
St. Louis Republic.

a a a

COSMIC

ROMANCE.

UNUSUAL

AN

LIFE INSURANCE

THE RELIANCE FAMOUS

CONTRACT

"SELF SUSTAINING"

POLICY

The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It Is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Price.
Let Us Explain U to You.
GENERAL AGENTS
koom. capital cit
&

HALL

HALL

A

truly cosmic romance in surgery
is that the possibility that the se
floor of the North Pacific will bulge
up so as to close Bering strait Z I
and make of the Aleutian islands a
continuous strip of land. No wonder
that, with such a convulsion under
way, the Spokane seismograph jumped beyond the borders of the registerWe may yet have to
ing chart.
Cor.
make strange changes in the map of
our "arctic province." New York
Seligman
Tribune.

AUTO GARAGE

and

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the New Mexican PriDting
prices will be quoted upon request.
Our styles and '.oras are strictly up

to data.

Water
Sts.

THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Giving the best service at all times.

Phone your calL

SIIPPI IF 5 OF FVFBY DESCRIPTION

the

Mccormick

ON

HAND.

auto co.

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.
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For The Kervoiis Woman,

DEAD MAN IS
LEADER (N
PARADE

Or the woman who experiences hot flashes nothing is so good to soothe, qu!et
end calm the nervous system as a pure glyceric extract of native medical plants,
end made without' alcohol, which has keen sold by druggists or the past forty
In
years, and most favorably known as Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
younger years some women suffer from dizziness, or fainting spells, hysteria,
and
All
of
these symptoms
pain.
irregularity
headache, bearing down feelings
and female disturbance are relieved by the use of this famous " Prescription "
Doctor
Pierce.
of
Favorite Prescription " imparts strength
As a powerful, invigorating tonic
to the whole system, and in particular to the organs distinctly feminine.
worn-ou- t,
debilitated
ror
teachers, milliners, dressmakers, seamstresses, "
nursing mothers, and feeble women generally,
it is an excellent appetizing cordial and restorative tonic.
--

j

shop-girls- ,"

Mas. McDonald.

s,

"My disease ttps called retroversion," writes Mrs. Lydia McDok-AL.of Mucosa, Mich., Koute 1. "1 had nervous chills; and numb spells
and they vould leave me vers1 weak. Then 1 had inliammation and tho
doctor savi 1 had a floatinir kidnev. I doctored seven months with our
swid I would have to have on operation. Ihen 1
lamily ihysrian.
stopped lakmp; his medicine. After taking three bottles of Dr. Pierce's
medicines 1 have not had any nervous chills or weak spells. 1 am better
than for ywars.
My daupiiter is now takinsr the Prescription and Dr. Pierce 9
Golden Medical
also the "Pellets ' for nervousness and weak,
tired feelmir. These remedies have heh.ed her ever so much in a short
time. We have great faith in your medicines for female troubles."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets Induce mild natural bowel movement.

THE PENNY MILK COMBINE.
From the New York Telegraph.
''Say, mister, give us a penny to
buy a glass of milk wit', will you? Aw,
say, yer might buy me a milk ticket
anyway;"
"Aw, mister, won't you please help,
dese kids wit' me to get jus' a drink
oi milk. Honest, we ain't had nuttin
ter eat since yesterday."
These pleas coming from ragged,
dirty, little urchins, mainly under 10
years of age, have excited a good deal
of sympathy during t'he hot weather

that when they buy a milk ticket anJ
give it to a ragged little hoy often
they are only playing right into the
han-dof one of the newest combinations in restraint of trade.
The ticket is just as good as a cent
to tlhose in on the combine. The members of the combine then circulate
around and sell Che milk tickets for a
cent, the same rate as is charged by
the milk stations, and, of course, dig
up plenty of buyers. The business
done by the milk stations is undoubtedly augmented by ihe begging wf the
interests, but the excess goes to the
among the customers at the
milk station in City Hall Park.
profit of the organized gang of begLittle do ithe charitable minded gars.
persons who think they are seizing
New Mericar
an unequaled opportunity to dispense
want ads. ajway?
worthy charity at .first hand realize bring results.

SUHER

TOURIST RATES

i

Fraternal Societie

MASON!".
Lodm
Montezuma
bills were passed upon
No. 1. A. F. & A. M
the citizens ol Carrizozo by one or
Regular onminuu.
two strangers the description
of
cation first f.'.onda'
is
whom
The
"Twenties"
incomplete.
CASKET OF MAN
of each month a'
had been crudely raised from live dola
Masonic - Hall
IN RIOT IS TAKEN
lar bills and the distributors of the
7.30.
mutilated money waited until nightFROM HEARSE.
ALAN It McCORD, W. M.
fall to pass the money and disappear. CHAS. E.
IJ.NNEY, Secretary.
The party wou'd enter a business
(Our New York Letter.)
house .Monday evening and purchase
Santa Fe Chapter Ne
New York, July
Striking steama small amount of goods and pay for
KICKED AT CYCLER.
1. R. A. M.
Regulai
ship hre men here today made a dead
Z. Roe, one of the baking powder same with a "twenty,'' getting good
convocation s e c o n
man a leader in their cause.
in change. Considerable nerve
Monday of each moat,
The body of Andreas Rodguez, a campaigners, while on his motorcycle money
was displayed
t! miles east of town
col-by the stranger or
at Masonic Hall a
yesterday
striker, who was shot to death in a lided with a horse said to
7:30 p. m.
belong to st l angers, one of whom even passed
riot Monday night, was taken from
one of the bum bills at the depot in
V. E. Rogers, ridden by a .Mex-CHAS. A. WHE2LON.
the hearse just after hundreds of Judge
for i
h. r
strikers had attended his funeral at icon. Mr. Roe claims the horse back-- : exchange to use. ticket which he didn't
The federal authori- ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
ed
machine
his
attempt
caused
and
against
strike headquarters, and it was borne
No one was ties have been notified and an inveson the shoulder of men for move than considerable damage.
tigation is taking place. Carrizozo
Santa Fe Commander;
two miles through the water front hurt. Roswell News.
,,(f'r'"i'nBj
Outlook.
No. 1, K. T. Regulai
section. The empty hearse led the
conclave fourth Mon
procession and following the bearers EDITOR MAKES GOOD FIREMAN.
CHERRIES ARE RIPE.
day in each Lionth a
Shortly after ten o'clock on Wedol the coffin there were eighty empty
Masonic. Ha!) ut 7:5'
The fruit season
in and around
carriages, the mourners having re- nesday morning the fire department
was called out on account of a blaze Cimarron is now about on. The fruit
p. m.
fused to ride.
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
A throng of thousands joined in the in the barn belonging to W. W. Atkins growers are finding a steady market
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
& Co.
and
for
contents
Building
men
their
and
women
at
and
proved
good prices.
products
procession,
struggling
The Editor had the
Cherries of all kinds are now ripe,
along without formation behind the a total loss.
honor
to
Santa Fe lodge o
first
stream on the and being brought to town to the marget the
leaders. Some one started a funeral
Perfection No. 1. 14ti
chant in Spanish and as most of the fire and feels inordinately proud of ket where they are being readily disdegree. Ancient and Ac
strikers are of that nationality, they the accomplishment.
Deming Head- posed of. Gooseberries, blackberries
cepted Scottish Rite o
light.
and raspberries are ripening.
took up the wail all along the line.
These
Free Masonry mee's ol
fruits have been grown extensively
TELEGRAPH COST HIM A BRIDE.
around here and this year's crop the third Monday of each montt
An error in the transmission of a
CROPS LOOKING GOOD.
that such at 7:30 o'clock in the evening U
telegraph message has resulted in a
Notwithstanding the dry weather pioves beyond a doubt
fruits do so well here. It will mean Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
claim for damages against one of the that has prevailed in this part of
Fntisii Rite Masons are cor
during the past few weeks, that more of th smaller fruits will Visiting
telegraph companies for breaking an
Invited to attend.
dially
be
on.
now
from
farmers
planted
generally report that the
engagement that was soon to end in
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
On account of the backwardness of
The company is charged crops where cultivated and kept free
marriage.
Venerable Master
from weeds are still a good color the season throughout the country,
with alienating the young woman's
HENRY 5". STEPHENS, 32
The message was sent by and doing well, and shou'd a rain the fruit is rather late.
However,
aecretary.
the young man and read as follows: come within the next week or ten these earlier varieties have "caught
"I love you forever."
days the harvest will be a good one. up," and come on just a little later
3. P. O. E.
When it was delivered to the ad- However,
the U. S. Weather Bu- than usual. Cimarron News.
460, B. P. O. E. holdi
reau
rain
for
dressee it read:
this portion
predicts
Santa Fa Lodge Ne
APPLES KEPT GOOD.
of New Mexico, so it always rains be"I leave you forever."
its
regular session oi
The Enterprise is the proud owner
There was nothing for her to do ex- fore it is too late, and saves the
the second and fourtl
to
from
of
the
country
two
lucious
going
apples, with the odor
of etc)
cept send back the young man's gifts,
Wednesday
Endee Enterprise.
and flavor of those freshly picked,
and before the sender of the message
month. Visiting brott
given us by Miss Irene Pennewill
could communicate with her she had
ers are inviteo an:
TO MAINE IN BUZZ WAGON.
who is visiting her uncle, J. W. Pennewelcome.
accepted another offer of marriage.
F. G. Bartlett. a prominent citizen will of Silver city.
The apples were FRAN K T. BLANOY.
On the telegraph code
the word
Exalted Ruler.
"love" has two dots for the letter "o" of Socorro, left for Chicago the sent to Miss Pennewill by her father,
P. M. A. LIENAU,
and "leave" has a dot for "e" and a fourth, where he expects to purchase C. W. Pennewill, of Hannibal, Mo.,
lai. automobilo and drive to Gardner, and are in as good condition as when
dot and dash for "a."
Secretary.
Kennebec county, Maine, a distance They were picked last full.
AN AEROPLANE AS A MOVING
of approximately
Santa Fe Choi
Why? $12,000 has been offered Mr.
Mr.
2,000 miles.
VAN.
13514. M. W. a.
Bartlett intends to pick up his fam- Pennewill for a half interest in the
Final notice has been served on
ifieets second Tuei
ily at some
between Chicago "why'' but the "why" remains a sethe birdmen at Nassau Boulevard that and Gardner. point
day each month, so
He originally intended cret to the inventor only and he is conall ihangars would be razed within a to
cial meeting tUr
drive from Socorro lo Maine, but templating a patent right.
day or two and that all the tenants was
The secret of keeping apples withat FireTuesday
in
ue.ayeu
Mr.
started.
getting
were expected to take up their resiman's Hall. Visir,
Bartlett is an enthusiastic motorist out the aid of ice 's much more satisdence at the Hempstead Plains aviaand it is likely that he will journey factory than the cold storage process lng neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIEE. Consul
tion field.
George W. Eeatty last to California in a machine. San Mar-cia- l and is one that means a great fortune.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
night got together, his belongings,
Climate
no
has
effect
upon the fruit
Standard.
piled them into his aeroplane and with
and in a year's time these red, lucious
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Mrs. F. F. Schirk for a passenger
apples are as good as when they were
LION KILLED HORSE.
flew across the field to lis abode. Af-- I
Lodge No. 259. Holds its
Mr. Pennewill's
put
through
secret
ter Beatty had accomplished his mov-- , Anastacio Santistevan, the popular process. Silver City Enterprise.
regular meeting on the firr,t
ing, he made a flight with Miss M. proprietor of the Castillo del Moro
Thursday of each month at
m
Fireman's hall at
Baninger of Guthrie, Ok!a., as a pas- saloon, had a valuable horse killed by
PORTALES
PEACHES
BUENO.
He was in the air before a mountain lion last Sunday at Cerro,
senger.
A. B. Austin, the cold drinks man, Visiting brothers are invited and we;
come.
from
Dyott and thus gained the distinction Colorado, about eight miles
fifteen
Monday brought to town
Mr. Santistevan and
s
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
of making the first flight on the new town.
of his own
peaches
which
raising
Cortez were out hunting, and
DAVID GONZALES,
field.
were considerably above an average
Secretary.
STYLISH HATS INFURIATED HER. killed a young lion. They left their in size and appearance.
The fifteen
and on their return found
Two handsomely dressed women horses
six and one-haand
weighed
pounds
that one of them had been ripped if
F. W. FARMER
walked out of the Thirty-fourtone of them weighed a pennyweight
Streel wide
open by what is supposed to be more
Homesterd No.
entrance of the Waldorf-Astoriimthan any of the lot it was
yesthe mother of the one killed. They
2879.
terday afternoon and had walked to .
possible to detect it with the naked
Brotherhood
of
Fifth Avenue, when an elderly woman miiicu nisi, .uiu mw iur ine destroy-- ; eye. While this has been an exceedAmerican
in shabby clothes approached them. er of the horse, but their efforts were ingly hard year on peaches the little
First Fri"You have all these fine gowns and futi'e. Taos Recorder,
bunch brought
in by Mr.
Austin
day of the month
shows what can be expected under
hats, while I have nothing," she said,
SPY CAPTURED,
at the Fireman'
and snatched the hats off the heads
favorable conditions.
These were
Hall. H. Foreman,
A Mexican, wearing a peculiar uni- raised at his home near the outskirts
of both the women. The hair of one
A. E. P. Robinson.
of the women went with her hat and form, and giving his name as Gavino of town and were given little or no
Cor. bee. Fred F.
she sent up a scream. The two h.tti A. Marrtija, was captured here last attention as to cultivation or irrigaAlaria.
and the wig sailed out into the avenue week and held by the soldiers, pend- tion.
There is no country on earth
thrown by the snatcher. The woman ing an investigation of his conduct. that has anything on the Portales valODD FELLOWS,
after being arrested, said she was A few nights after his capture he ley when it comes to producing the
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Mrs. Josephine Lisdell, a widow. Sue diew a knife on his guard and at- goods, be it peaches, apples, alfalfa,
J)
Santa Fe Lodge
cou'dn't remember where she lived tempted escape, but the guard prompt- cantaloupes or anything that is good
meets regularly
and was taken to Bellevuo Hospital ly administered the butt end of his to eat. No, we haven't anything to
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
to be examined as to her sanity.
Kragg, and when the Greezer came give away but you can buy it and it in Odd Fellows Hall.
Visiting brothtoo
he
wanted
to
know
how
came
he
will pay for itself in a very short ers
LEADING SCIENTISTS TO NW
always welcome.
to be in Las Vegas.
The Mexican time. Portales Times.
YORK.
is
to be in the employ of
Three international gatherings of the supposed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
rebels, here perhaps, after amCOULDN'T CATCH 'EM.
scientists will meet in New York and
(015975)
or some other secret misA crowd of young folks hunted the
munition,
next few months.
Small Holding Claim No. 5278.
Four thousand sion.
He was taken to El Paso neighborhood over on Saturday night
chemists, among whom will be Sir where he will be
Department cf the Interior,
formally arraigned in order to give L. W. Jackson and
William Ramsey, will participati in
United States Land Office.
for trial. Columbus Courier.
lady something pleasant in the way
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4, 1912.
the Eighth International Congress of
of a chivarri, but failed to find them.
Notice is hereby given that the folloApplied Chemistry, which is to open
SHOEMAKER WILL IRRIGATE.
They rode in to W. T. Ware's barn wing-named
claimant has filed noin Washington on September 4 f.nd
What promises to be a successful yard and looked about. Mr. Ware tice of his intention to make final
c'ose in New York on September 13.
A somewhat smaller number of dele- irrigation project, is under considera- thinking it a body of horse thieves proof in support of his claim under
tion at Shoemaker. C. R. Watts, re- jumped from his bed calling for his oections 16 and 17 of the act of March
gates will attend the sixth congress
of W. A. Cannon shot gun and out to the yard
he
of the International Association for presenting the firm
company, engineers, at El Paso, Tex- rushed to stop the raiders. Needless
Materials
Testing
beginning Septemwas in Shoemaker for several days t'j say the boys only hit the high
ber 2. In August leading geographers as,
a short time ago, going over the pro- places for a mile or more.
Thence
will gather here to help the American
position with M. A. Van Houten. It is they went to Amos Kuykendall's and
Geographical Society of New York
celebrate the sixtieth anniversary of proposed to irrigate 22,000 acres by failing to find the buggy of the couple
means of a pumping system and the they then peeped in at every window
SCHOOL,
its founding.
engineers declare that the plan is fea- and then rode peacefully away. On
SOLD REVOLUTIONARY POET'S
sible. Mr. Watts returned to El Paso Sunday afternoon another search was
ESTATE.
MOUNTAJNAIR
to report his opinion and no doubt made to find out just where they were
The July sale of real estate by the within a short time Shoemaker
will but we think they failed again, as the
Queens county authorities was made be a successful irrigation farm sec- youthful couple were too sly in their
CHAUTAUQUA STATE
notable by the offering of a small plot tion.
All of which, if fulfilled, will movements and changed their
base
SUNDAY SCHOOL
representing the last fragment of the help Wagon Mound, as this is the too often to be caught napping as
estate of Philip Frencau, the revo'u-tionar- main trading and business point be- they had gotten wind of the intended
poet, who was known in Colo- tween Las Vegas and Raton. Wagon delightful surprise.
Better give up,
nial days as the "Barking Dog of the Mound Pantagraph.
boys, and just wait till another couple
Revolution."
The property descendcommits matrimony. There are plenty
Epworth League
ed to his granddaughter, Mary Hamil,
HOW DID THE EDITOR KNOW? more wedding bells jingling softly
who died in a sanitarium in May,
Last Monday evening four bogus but sweetly. Estancia
Convention
1910.
The plot is on Walnut street
in Winfield, L. I., and brought $1,445.
AUGUST
JULY
FELL WITH BABY FROM WINDOW.
OVERCOME BY HEAT.
onivics, an Austrian, 18 years old, unMrs. Ella LIchten, reaching after
married and a resident of Marlborher baby as he fell from a third story
ough.
(Newbury, N. Y., Union.)
Salonivics was employed as a laborwindow, fell after him, and both may
SANTA FE, N. M
Overcome by the intense heat, an
er
die.
the contracting firm of Jovxa
Italian,
employed on the construction and by
ARRESTED CONEY FORTUNE
Kehoe, and quit work about three
of the new state road on the border
TELLERS.
line of Orange county, near Cedar o'clock yesterday afternoon with the
other men employed on the job. As
Detectives raided Coney Island and Cliff, died
yesterday afternoon while he was
home in company
walking
Brighton Beach and arrested nineteen at work on the road.
DATES OF SALE
with several others, he complained of
fortune tellers last night.
Word of the sudden death was re- not
feeling well and sat down on the
ceived by Coroner Fred G. Buss of side of the road While his fellow
July 19th to August 2nd, 1912.
this city last evening, and he gave workmen proceeded on their way. At
OLD FASHIONED REMEDIES.
RETURN LIMIT
Science in surgery and electricity permission for the removal of the four o'clock he was found dead where
has advanced much in the past thirty body to Marlborough, where it was ho left his companion. He had two
August 5th, 1912, Ten Days.
years, but the treatment of disease by taken in charge by Undertaker Tut-hil- brothers living in Marlborough and
Pleasure, Entertainment, Inwho will prepare the remains for had only been in this country about
the old fashioned remedies made
roots
from
and herbs, has never been burial and have charge of the funeral two months.
struction and Rest.
improved upon.
arrangements.
This may be seen by tho great sucCoroner Buss went, to Marlborough
One and One-fift- h
Society Stationery The New Tttex
Fare from
cess of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable this afternoon to make the customary can Printing Company have on hand
New
All
in
Mexico to
Points
Compound, made from roots and investigation and to render a certif- and can make up promptly the latest
herbs, and known today as the great icate of death in accordance with the forms In society stationery. The new Mountainafr and Return.
facts.
size correspondence cards, etc. Or
remedy for female ills.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
No sick woman does Justice to her
Coroner Fred G. Buss upon his In ders taken for engraved and em
self who will not try this famous med vestigation in Marlborough, today, bossed work. Several lines to make SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
icine.
found that the man was George Sal-- your selection from.

SHOT

over-worke-

house-keeper-

NEWS OF THE STATE
HOT AT HILLSBORO.
The. past few days have been exceedingly warm and the thermometer
on Monday touched the one hundred
mark for the first time this year. The
winds continue from the east and in- creasing cloudiness points to early
rain which is needed by the tanners.
Ilillsboro Free Press.

Twenty-dolla-

A

r

i

-.

1

j

bow-wow-

TO

All Stations East and West
FROM

i

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

Mala-quia-

lf

h

a

Yeom-Meet-

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sale Daily, June 1st

Until Sept. 30, 1912.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
PAI IPHRMIA

vALirUHnii
LOS ANGELES

Goin2via

and SAN

Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

El

SAN FRANCISCO,

DIFGO,

$46.90

$55.90

For further informaticn eddrefs Eugene Fcx, Oen'l Pas
senger Agt. E. P. & 5. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
. A. COOMER,

General Manager

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The WBt Pclnt of th Southwest"
Banked by United States War Department at "Distinguished Institution." Armj officers detailed by Wai
department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
lit. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37u0
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
olleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Id all respects.
REGENTS B. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pre.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary-anW. A. FINLEY.
d

For particulars and Illustrated
address:
OOL. UUL W. WILLSON.

Superintendent

N. M. C. R. R,,

SANTA

FE, N. M

1

QQSDIIER

y

State

News-Heral-

Round Trip Fare From

$7.65

l,

SEVEN.

PAGE
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s

WANTED A cook, woman preferred. Apply J. O. Harrison, Pecos, N.
M.
FOR SAI.K
Two ptory residence on
I'alaci' avenue. Lot G'Jx240 feet. O. C.

Vaton

Ai

Co.

LOST Hunch of l;cys. finder
turn lo this oflicf. Lost either at
or on streets.

re-

post-offic- e

FOR HUNT Nice rooms furnished
for light housekeeping, with hath.
over store. Frank Ahdiews.
Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-riall modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank buildin
Apply to F. M. Jones.
g

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing1.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART'
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribhoni and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchajigel
ani rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrites fuar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Ex
cbanga Phone 231.
"PROGRESSIVES."
do not train our students to bo
clerks, hut to be leaders and executors. Our Business Course is
business efficiency and the
philosophy of leadership, as well as
blindfold
Salesiiienship, Advertising,
typewriting, and Che new A. B. C.
Shorthand.
This "Adv." is headed "Progressives" meaning DEMOCRATS,
RFl'l'BLK'ANS, SOCIALISTS,
AND ALL OTIIKRS.
Wt accept all
and treat as one in the name of "PROGRESSIVES."
This should be the
cry throughout America, to form a
COALITION GOVERNMENT, the pick
of the country, all sorts, similar to
New Zealand's Government the past
twenty years. The best of "all sorts'"
must make a good government, and
would cure the Grafters, Trusts, and
other Robbers. Food prices would
lewer. A new Tariff would help. Tho
"people" will then have a $20 gold
piece in Choir pockets. Throughout
the V. S. A. trade is quiet, money
sraree, and the cause is "too much politics" too many millionaires, too many
living from hand to mouth, as a con
trast and the cure is a coalition gov
ernment. Send me to your senate, and
I will do all I can,
anyway I will call: a
spade a spade, and the scoundrel who
votes for robbing the people shall have
his proper title. The only difference
that I can think of is as things are
now run that one solid party are in
office and the other solid party wants
to be. Walter Norton, President, Santa Fe Business College.
Professor J. A. 'Wood-- recently the
superintendent, is principal and is an
adherents of boys and girls in the
grades, especially in 7 and 8, to learn
shorthand and typewriting
during
the holidays, that when they return
to school they are able to take
"Teachers" talk, and so gain ten
times more knowledge. The old sys1
tern is a waste of valuable time for the
children, and waste of money for par
ents. Every one leaving school should
and
have some business knowledge
be able to gain profitable employment.
"U'o

PRO-I11IS-

,

as amended
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854)
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
Cuba, New Mexico, on July 15, 1912,
viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito, New
SB
SE
Mexico, for the SW
SE
S. 34
S
SW
SE
N.
T. 22 N., R. 1W., SW
NE
S
N
NE
SE
SE
W
NW
NE
NE
NE
SE
NE
NE
SE
NE
W
SW
NE
NE
NE
SE
E
SE
NE
NE
NE
NW
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual
continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Edubigen Gurule, Agaplta Garcia,
of La Jara, New Mexico, Hilario
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mexico.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mentione
ed time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimanl
MANUEL R. OTERO,
4

4

2

4

2

4

4

4

1-- 4

4

1

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

Lu-cer-

cross-examin-

Register,
NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.

July 3, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Francisco Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
SW1-4- ,
and W
NW
S
SE
Section 23, Township 21
SW
has
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Sept. 5, 1912.
MANUEL R. OTfcRO,
4

2

Register.
Let Him Know It If you are out of
a position, you must let the employer
know It. A want advertisement In the
ness and professional man In the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special tat
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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THE

MORMONS TO FIGHT FEDERALS AND REBELS

HOME OF

What is the difference between a
-"
prize fight and our meat shop?-

TOO.

HARRIS COMPANY OF CHICAGO
SUCCESSFUL ON STATE BONDS

(Continued lrom page one.)

Quality Groceries

!

attempted to take the Slorman teams
and wagons. The colonists hid their
horses and wagons in the mountains.
Feeling between the residents and the
federals is none too good and may
cause trouble at any time. Bishop 0.
P. Brown, who has been here several
days investigating conditions, was expected to telegraph his report today
to Senators Smoot of Utah, and Fall
of Xew Mexico to be submitted to
the state department.
Juarez, Mex., July l.j. The returning here from Casas Grandes of General Ynez Salazar, second in comsee rounds
mand to General Pascual Orozco, in At the prize fight you
pound, but here you see pounds
the rebel army caused no little com
ment in rebel circles today. Salazar
round!
came on an order from Orozco. What
the purpose of his visit was he would

The bids for the New Mexico state
bonds covering the $200,000 worth of!
certificates of indebtedness were op-ened today by O. X. Marron, state
treasurer, a large number of renre-- l
sentatives of various financial groups
McDonald
being present. Governor
was also there.
The Harris Trust and Savings
Company of Chicago, represented by
YV. S. Strickler of the First National
bank, Albuquerque, were awarded the
bonds. Their bid was for par and acpremium
of crued interest with $6,700
for printing certificates.
and
$550
of
Among the financiers here, general
congratulations were extended to the
state of Xew Mexico that so many
received and that they
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN bids were
were as low as the results showed.
Financiers declare it shows that the
Short Steak, Flank,
credit of the state is first class and
that financiers are not afraid of the
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
future in the state, despite thQ slanThat's About
ders and abuses heaped upon the
state by the eastern press for years.
The Way They Rank !
Capital being the most sensative ele
ment in business, the bids today were
The Mere Mention
taken as an index to the financial
Of The Above Choice Cuts
opinion of the new state which was
unusually creditable. One feature
Should Bring
that resulted in the favorable bids
was tlie advertisement by the state
treasurer, O. X. Marron, placed lr
You Here Post-Haststate and foreign papers.
The bids and bidders were:
1

Salazar is mentioned
prominently
as the military successor of Orozco if
I
the latter Is deposed. It is reported,
however, that Salazar came to talk
with the rebel chief about the Mormon situation around Casas Grandes.
American Consul Edwards, who has
informally expressed the desire of
the American government for protection, was expected to receive renewed
assurances of the rebels that they
would not molest the Mormons or
their property. General Orozco has
given over the entire Mormon ques-

Appetizing,

Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals

Always
On

Tap
Here!
A NEW CARLOAD OF

WATERMELONS

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.

tion to General Salazar.
Six field pieces and three mortars
comprising the rebel artillery, arrived
today over the Mexican Central from
Sauz, enroute to Casas Grandes.
Mexico City, Mex., July 15. A clash
between a band of rebels under
and federals under General
Blanquet resulting in a rebel revolt,
is reported in the Imparcial by mail.
The fight is said to have occurred
July 10, near San Diego, Passquiro.
about loO miles west of Torreon in the
state of Durango.
FEDERALS USE AEROPLANES.
Torreon. Mex., July 13. Two aeroplanes of the Bleriot type have arrived here and are to be tried out tomorrow before being sent to the field of
operation in the north.

e!

HowGoodThey'll Taste!

Plaza Market

1

off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
not
does
affect the service or quality of the beds at all
The damage
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at
enamel is scratched

whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment until,
to move
they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost in order
and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the

FOR

them,
beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
size, in white and vernis martin
In satin brass. There are three
4

finish.

Clocks.
44

1

y.

Santa Fe Hardware

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

&

Supply Co.

....

Silk Waists, Sizes 34 to 40.

Were $4 50. Now

Twenty Silk Petticoats, arsorted colors. C
Were from $10. 00 to $17.50. Now .

Reg-

-

.

.

to fr
P.UU

Two

Silk

$12.50.

Petticats.
Now

i

ip.OV

SALMON'S

SACQUES

SALMON'S

$15.00. Now

.

...

Regular price

P

$0.5U

CORSETS

M1.0

i

i

--

:

,

1

1

1

CONGRESS

PDAS MUST STOP
IS TRE EDICT
If there ever is a time when you are justified in cussing,
It is when the summer weather sets your appetite to fussing;
But there isn't any need to risk your soul and shock' the

(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)
Washintgon, July 15. The use of

copper salts in the "greening" of
foods, principally canned pears and
beans, will be prohibited after January 1 next by a pure food decision
signed today by Secretary Wilson.
The Remsen board, after studying
the question three years reported that
"copper salts used in the greening of
vegetables may have the effect of
concealing inferiority," and further,
that "even small quantities of copper
must be considered
injurious to
health."
Vegetables "freshened" with copper
salts were considered adulterated under the Pure Food law.

neighbors-Tem-

Regular
.

Lady Shoes and Oxfords.
Regular price from $3.50 to to $5.00 . P

American

pt

your appetite with Toasties and go singing to your
labors.
Writlon by ALBEKT FRENCH.
Ceiunii City, Nebraska
One of the 50 JinRles for whieh the Postum Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich., paid tl.OOO in May.

fLOWEps

Let Him Know It If you are out of
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide It under a bushel.

Indian Linen, 32 inches
ues, now .

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from

Down Town

Big

Stand in Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

assortment of Summer Felt Hats at '

fl

C

1

.

ff)
Panama Hats

$1.50

$5.00, $7.50 to $8.50

wide, 18c

val-

-

QC
SALMON'S

75c to $2.00

Men's and Boy's Caps

SALMON'S

...

SALMON'S

10 Wash Ladies' Linen Suits, white .blue
and tan. Regular price $7.50. Now .

J OC

20 Boys' "Straw Hats.
Now

J

.

QQ
OV

Regular price 75c

.

50c

SALMON S

SALMON'S

MEN'S SHOES

......

f
Regular price 20 and 1AUU

5 doz. Ladies' Long Sleeve Vests

SALMON'S

20c

at

SALMON'S

29 Men's Fancy Vests, assorted colors. t
.
. P 1
Regular price $2.50 to $5.00 .

60 pairs of Florsheim Shoes and Oxfords.
Were $5.00 to 5.50.

Now

fa
4O.OV
--

.

.

y

$6.00 to $7.00

Hanna Shoes.

SALMON'S
SeTnaShGoes;

$4.00, $4.50

tO

$5.00

SALMON'S

0J

SALMON'S

.

SALMON'S

Men's House Slippers

.

.

$1.00

tO

$2.50

SALMON'S

Hart Schaffner & Maix Suits, all light weight, at a
a big reduction at

DRESSES.

SALMON'S

26 Ladies' Silk Dresses below cost

Queen Quality Oxfords,

$2.25, $2.50, $3.00 to $4.00
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

Church.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

SALMON'S

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

SALMON'S

?

Old San Miguel

Phone Black 12.

SALMON'S

18 Wash Shirts, tan and white at

WOMEN'S SHOES

nr
(o
PJ.4S, J

SALMON'S

i

!

l--

SALMON'S

do Cf
JO.J3U

SALMON'S
Twenty-- f ive Silk Short Kimonas, be autif ul
patterns. Regular price $7.50. Now

0

6 doz. Ladies' Vests.
25cts. Now at

Parisana Corsets made in Batiste and Coutil,
medium high breast and
QC iO Iq Efi
low hips. Sizes 18 to 28
pO.OU

SALMON'S

Seven Silk Sacques, blue, pink'and white.
Were $8.50. Now .
.
.

-

LADIES' SUMMER VESTS

COfi
flfl
W
wW

SALMON'S
Ten Silk Assorted Colors.

.. t.'

SALMON'S

Feather Silk Petticoats at

Two Silk Pink and Blue, Imported
from Japan. Were $35-00- ,
now .

featherweights:

0

Regular price, tiA Cfk

SALMON'S

KIMONAS AND

finals,

'

CA

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

Fifty White Persian Lawn Waists.
ular price $3.50 and $5.00, nowj

Sweden,

4

Persian Lawn, 32 in. wide.
.
value, $25. Now .

$.25

Sweden, second;

third.
Wrestling

4

WASH GOODS

Women's Odd Waists SALMON'S BIG STORE
Twenty

interest.
Sutherland. Kansas City 102.95 and
interest or
of premium for which

CONSIGNMENT SALE
We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are ail
slightly damaged, but not enough to hurt them as to service. The

Watches
and

,

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge
your
watch a speck of oil an.l a cleaning
huce a year.
It will increase the
and accuracy of your watch.
owls your waccn wiin us

REVEAL PLOT

$102.80 and

-

HIGHGRADE

A

Co.

Phone 92.

THE JEWELER.

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

SUMMARIES.

Pentathlon: James Thorp, Carlisle
Indian school, first; H. Wiesander,

-

S . SPITZ,
HEADQUATERS

yesterday's race and fell out on the return journey, after returning 19 miles.

ROYALIST PLANS

SEVERAL REGIMENTS OF REPUBLICAN! land, second; Gersmackers, Germany,
we can sell bonds.
Causey, Foster & Co., Denver $204,- TROOPS IN PORTUGAL WERE TO
680 and accrued interest.
final.
Wrestlin?.
lightweights:
Rollins & Son, Denver, $200,250 and
Ware, Finland, first; Matiason, Swe-;deHAVE JOINED IN CONCERTED ATaccrued interest.
second; Malstrom, Sweden, third.
S. If. Harter, Denver, par for $7,000.
1600 meters relay race, for team of
TACK UPON STRONG GARRISONS
E. Day Barker, Colorado Springs,
four men, each man running
four
BUT FAILED
hundred meters, final: United States,
par for $5,000.
William A. Reed & Co. Chicago, par
first; France, second; England, third.
and accrued interest and premium,
Hop, step and jump, final: Sweden,
New
to
Leased
Wire
Mexican)
Special
(By
$7,2:10 for all and not part.
Slot, second and third.
15.
Lisbon, via the Frontier, July
Rayner and Becker, St. Louis, 100
'
.
.
,
and accrued Interest for $3,000 and The government is now in possession
of
of
the
royalists.'
complete
plans
accrued interest 102
)
llifih diving, plain and variety, com
for $2,000.
New York Life Insurance Co., 102.- - These show that several regiments in bined from heights of five and ten
the Lisbon garrison were in league
44, which Is 1,024 for
linal:
each $10,000 with
them and it arranged that these j meters,
bond.
Adlerse, Sweden, 369
points,
troops should march into the streets first; Zuerner,
R. E. Drake,
Mich..
Ishnenminz.
Germany, 363 points.
me
ut. second- Blorgren Sweden, 347
premium equal to make bonds net, jtiiu indium
the monarchy on the night that CaP-- ;
o per cent, $2,000 worth.
points, third.
tain
Couceiro, the royalist leader,
400 meter race, (four teams of Tour
Warren Hall Bank, all or any part
crossed the frontier. Rivalry between men pnrh
of $50,000, 101
inn
and accrued inter.
Couceiro and one of the principal ;
fi'rst.
est,
..
.
i ; .
..
Englan(J
i
.
isbon, however, caused t rja jjj;r(j
T
S. A. Kean Ac Co. Chicago," 102.90 leauers ai
ft4
" V imimi-othe conspiracy to fall through.
(seconds.
or $205,800.
Although the royalists have been
Meyer Deppe & Wallard, 204.050 and
defeated, the republican forces appar-accrued interest, $4,050 premium.
New First National Bank, Colum- enlly are not having everything their THE DAY IN
own way. Telegraph wires continue
bus, par and accrued interest and
to be cut and
bridges blown up.
premium 42.20.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlca.i)
Koehler & Cummins, Toledo, 206.15 Troops are being dispatched by the
SENATE.
S
for the north daily.
government
and accrued interest to date of deliv
N
Convened at noon.
ery, $6,151 premium.
Archbald impeachment papers X
AMERICANS TAKE BIG
W. M. Coler & Co. $200,000 and acformally
presented.
Sundry
RUNNING
EVENT.
X civil appropriation bill reported,
Otis and Hoff, 101 and accrued in crued interest and premium $6,149.
First National bank, Cleveland, par
terest.
Chairman
Warren announcing X
(Continued Frem Page One.l
accrued interest,
he would ask for its considerapremium
W. H. Halsey & Co., par and ac- and
$2,121.90.
tion Tuesday.
crued interest, in addition $5,160.
medals won in the various competi
Fiske & Robinson, $205,565, plus acHOUSE.
Farsons Son and Co. par and acscene
The
was
a
brilliant
very
tions.
crued interest to date of delivery.
crued interest and premium $4,044.
Convened at noon.
one as thousands of athletes from
Breed and Harrison,
Cincinnati, many different nationalities
Took up unanimous calendar.
Kelly & Kelly, Kansas City, Mo,
gathered
$204,520 and accrued interest to date
in front of the stand.
of delivery.
Gloom was cast over the spectators
Harris Trust and Savings Co., Chi- and
If you use embossed stationery, you
participants in the Olympic games
cago, 111., par and accrued interest
today when it became known that the can do no better than placing your orpremium $C,700 and $550 allowed for on
ly Portuguese runner in yesterday's der with the New Mexican Printing
printing of the bonds.
historic marathon race, F. Lazaro, prices will be quoted upon request.
had died in the hospital this morning. Our styles and 'orms are strictly up
GREENING CANNED He suffered from sunstroke during to datA

a

not disclose.
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MONDAY,

SALMON'S

50 Men's Suits of very good make.
i
Regular price $18.50 to $20.00. Now 4 I

SALMON'S
A

OU
SALMON'S

House Dresses, four on one

$1.35 to $2.50
SALMON'S

Drawers, hemstitched ruffle
.
price $2.50. Now

Regular

-

.

.

,

$1.25

25 Men's Shirts.

20 Per Cent Discount on Skirts

SALMON'S
White Petticoats, lace or embroidery.
.
.
Regular price $3 50. Now .

t1

SALMON'S

Regular price $1.50.

Now

75c

MEN'S HATS
-

27-41-

at

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

rr

Odd Skirts Tyto Black Voile Skirts. Sizes fcC
Were $12.50. Now PO.UU
84 40 and .
.
CAI MrtM'C

New line of Rugs and Carpets

50

Straw Hats below cost at

Floor

Oil

.

$50c

SALMON'S
6 Ladies' Long

SALMON'S

.

Cloth, per yard

Silk Summer Coats.

Regular price $25.00.

Now

.

i

7 mf

4 1 .Oil
SALMON'S
.

